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The 25th Anniversary Of Coeducation Begins

BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

~~

Twenty-five years ago Trinity College became a coed institution, after 146 years of being
an all-male school. To celebrate
this landmark event in the
school's history, numerous activities and events have been
planned for this semester and
the spring.
Susan Pikor, Special Assistant to the President, is in charge
of organizing the festivities. She
has been working with faculty
and administrators to coordinate events for this upcoming
semester.
These events will celebrate
the achievements of women
alumni as well as highlight the
successes and endeavors of
present Trinity students. At the
same time, these events will also

attempt to address currentproblems faced by women at Trinity,
25 years later.
Naomi Amos of the Office
of Faculty Grants stated that the
organizers have created a logo
and a calendar for the anniversary. She cited several main
events as part of the entire celebration.
On October 17 at 4:00 PM,
there will be a panel discussion
by female Trinity alums who
have worked in the media. These
women will share their experiences with Trinity students, as a
way of showing what can be
accomplished in the career
world, while also discussing the
difficulties they have encountered along the way.
Additionally, there will be
an art exhibition by female
graduates of Trinity, from
Trinity men and Women begin the 25 year journey of coeducation.

please turn to page 7

Parents Gather For 1994 Weekend
BY LISSA SMITH
News Editor
This weekend sets of parents, siblings, and grandparents
flooded the campus for the 1994
Parents Weekend at Trinity. The
extensive schedule took them
from lecture to panel discussion
to seminar, art exhibit to musical festival to theater performance, sporting event to religious ceremony to cocktail reception.
On Friday, many parents
attended classes. Others discussed "The Trinity Experience"
with a panel of students and
Dean Weiner. Samuel Kassow
'66, Charles Dana research professor gave a lecture on the state
of affairs in former Soviet Union.
Anna Utz of the Internship of-

fice and Rozanne Burt of Career
Counseling discussed, with a
panel, the programs and resources available at Trinity.
Friday evening, the
Longwalk Society and the Parents Directors had a reception
in the Smith House. President
Painter gave an award to Harry
and Bernadine Barr, the parents
of Jim Barr, for their service and
dedication to Trinity.
Painter spoke also of the
new HUD Grant and the school
plans to work with the community to play a role in the development of Hartford. A candlelight Folk Festival and a Faculty
showcase by Joshua Karter
called "At the Still Point"
brought the day's activities to a
close.
Early Saturday, there was a

press conference on the HUD
Grant Trinity received followed
by coffee with faculty.
The fields were littered
with parents watching the soccer, tennis, volleyball and field
hockey games, while voices
echoed out of Austin Arts from
the concert choir.
At noon President Painter
held an "Ask the President"
discussion in Goodwin, followed by the President's Luncheon in Ferris.
Saturday afternoon the
football stands were flooded
with parents, tailgates were
crowding the parking lots and
the track was lined with spectators. There was a guided tour
of the Trinity Chapel by Peter
Grant '72 and a tour of the
please turn to page 7

Students and their parents enjoy the exciting football game on Saturday.

(CATHERINE MITCHELL

Trinity Receives
H.U.D. Grant
BY JUSTIN VAN BTTEN
Production Manager

OnSatutday,September24,
Trinity held a idckoff to announce it's $580,000 grant from
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
In attendance were Congresswoman, Trinity alumna
and former trustee Barbara B.
Kennelly, Hartf otd Mayor Mike
Peters, President Borden
Painter.
Also present were the three
authors of the grant request,
DianeZannoni,Professor of Economics, Eddie Perez, Director
of Community Relations and Affirmative Action, and Naomi
Amos, Director of Faculty
Grants and Government Sponsored Programs, as wellas many
Trinity administrators, professors, students and parents.
In his address, Painter
stated that "this program is another example of Trinity's effort
to serve as a catalyst for positive
change in our community."
The two year grant, which
is under the direction of the Office of University Partnerships,
will be used to fund the Trinity
Community Outreach Partnership Center (TCOPC). TCOPC's
will analyzevariotts urban problems while developing viable
strategies for revitalization.
According to Zartnoni, "this
program is exceptional in that it
allows the community to deter-

mine the issues it would like
addressed while using the excellentresearch abilities of Trinity."
Originally, Trinity was approached by the United Connecticut Action for Neighborhoods to put in a request for
this grant. After meetings between Eddie Perez, Naomi
Amos, and Diane Zannoni, it
has decided topursue the grant
Additional meetings between
Perez and neighborhood
groups showed that this grant
would allow us to continue and
expand the work we already
do. Perez was also pleased that
all the community groups we
would work with are well established, grass roots efforts.
Working in coordination
with Trinity will be the United
Connecticut Action for Neighborhoods, Hartf ord Areas Rally
together, the Asylum Hill Organizing Project, whose Director is a Trinity alumna, the Citizens for Action in New Britain,
whose Director is also an
alumna, ONE/CHANE, University of Connecticut, the Institute for Community Research, and the Citizens Research Education Network.
According to the Assistant
Secretary for Policy Development andResearch,MichaelA.
Stegman, 'the program you
[Trinity] have proposed holds
the promise of making a differplease turn to page 6
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Ullorial
Mather's Makeover
he student center is the hub of the Trinity Campus. It contains two
of the three dining halls, the post office, the bookstore, and many
student offices. Mather Hall was a building with many problems,
so when it came time to renovate it, there was a great opportunity. The plans
were shown off to the Trinity Community and informational sessions with
the architects were held. There were great plans.
Now that the renovations are almost done, the successes and failures of
the new design are becoming apparent. For example, the Mather lobby area
has been completely redone, and the back stairwell by the Dean of Student's
Office is a major improvement.
Mather has been renovated before, and will probably be renovated
again. Each time, the building is improved, but it is never perfect. It would
seem that with all of the commotion that is caused by remodeling this
building, the college would put in the extra money on this remodel to ensure
that it would be the last one for quite some time.
Some of the remaining problems could be fixed anytime and don't
require any construction, such as in the McCave where the old chairs were
covered with a coat of paint and the broken tables were left untouched.
However, some of the other problems are more serious, such as the crooked
rear stairwell and the useless spaces by the back door of the dining hall. The
building now has 5 stairwells and two elevators. Isn't that a few too many?
The expansion in the Southwest corner of the building was put on hold,
leaving us with a large patio that faces the parked cars and traffic on Summit
Street. The dysfunctional patio is accessed by going through an office.
Additionally, the thinking that resulted in the front corner of thebuilding by Jones should be questioned. Here, where probably one of the
best views from the building would be, we have the bathrooms. Windows
cover the facade of the building, yet none of them are in any of the public
spaces of the building.
The Cave was expanded and transformed into the McCave, so that it can
hold more people, but the bathrooms in the basement got smaller. Their
politically correct design removed the urinals from the men's room, which
is sure to be a hit during social gatherings.
The pattern of traffic flow is rather awkward in the building as well. The
most commonly used entrance to the Mather-lobby is the one from the
driveway, where a straight passage from the street to the lobby has now
been obstructed by a wall, where the ID room remains as an afterthought.
In this area of the building, including the area by the public Fax machine,
there is more wasted space.
It seems that Mather's plans were drawn up. with someone who didn't
know that Summit Street was a lousy place for a patip^, that people want
windows, that the Cave is supposed to be dark/and that people want to use
the door by Elton. The planning was done by people~who visited Mather
once or twice, not by people who use and occupy the building.
In just about every respect, the new Mather is better than the old one.
The things that were missed this time around will proba'bly be caught next
time. It's just too bad that there will have to be a next-time.
;.
.
.
. J.L.B.
: . .
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Sadik-Khan's 'Guide To Frats'
Slanderous And Defaming
To the Editor:
Karim Sadik-Khan's article on fraternities in The Other Voice is immature,
vulgar, and malicious. Trinity College is
a forum for the insightful, unprejudiced
and productive exchange of ideas among
different types of people. Karim's article

Karim's attempt to provide freshmen with information about fraternities
on this campus is based on grossly exaggerated stereotypes and outright fallacy.
Where does he get this "insightful" information? Honestly, how many brothers does he know at Sigma Nu? Further,
what gives him the right to label Crow as

Freedom of speech has its limits, especially when used to
slander people and defame groups by creating unjust and
false accusations.
denies any serious discussion on a very sexual offenders? Is Psi-U immune to
sensitive issue. His article is hate mail in sexual assault or criticism because they
the form of a so-called "progressive" are "nice guys?" How can he have the
newspaper. Is the Trinity community audacity to accuse St. Anthony's Hall as
blind to this type of intolerance? Do we cocaine user "wanna-bees?" Is Karim
only concern ourselves when ethinicity suggesting that themembers of AD supor religon are involved? Freedom of port the extermination of over 6 million
speech has its limits, especially when Jews, by calling them "Aryan?"
used to slander people and defame
Many of you may say, "lighten up
groups by creating unjust and false accu- and half a sense of humor." However,
sations.
such sinister, caustic, and blatanly false
remarks are a serious matter. Creating
false information breaches the ethical
norms of journalism and can eventually
lead to lawsuits. To let this article be
published reflects the irresponsibility of
its editors and discredits any message
that The Other Voice is trying to convey.

Say What's On
Your Mind
Write A
Letter To
The Tripod
Box 702582
Submissions are
due Friday
by 5:00 PM

James L. Barr '95

Matthew B. Henry '96

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

MANAGING EDITOR
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Sincerely,
James P. DeMichele '95
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Policy Concerning Letters
To The Editor:

•Please Note: The Tripod is published every Tuesday while classes are in
Metro-Hartford Editor
session. Letters to The Tripod must be
received by 5:00 PM on the Friday precedFJltii Sairdino '95
ing publication. The letter should be adFeatures Editor
dressed to the Editor, not a particular indiWhitney Pomnou '96
Budget Director
Copy Editors
vidual. No unsigned or anonymous letRichard Fitzgerald '95
Sanny Burnham '96
ters will be printed, although names may
Announcements Editor
Siie. Church '97
be withheld if so requested after a signaCaroline Maguire '97
Business Manager
ture. The Trinity Tripod will not publish
Stive. Freire '90
any letter deemed by the Editors to be an
Kelly Collis '96
Cynthia leonard '95
attack on an individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility
The. l.rinilti_TriynJ_ ;'.= published every Tuesday, excluding vacations., hy the students ofl riuiti/ College in Hartford, Cmwedicui.
of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
Please limit letters to a length of five-hunThe 'Iripori respects thi; indii iilunl's right to freedom of <spccch and will not rwisor submissions tor views expressed by their
dred words. T7K Trinity Tripod reserves
authors. I lowever. The Tri\iod reserves the light to edit pieces containing iiuipproprijti1 m.itpn.il nr request they bo rev bod in
the right to edit all letters for clarity and
order to ensure th.it a work is not unnecessarily offensive or insensitiv e. The. views expressed in any persorwl essay, column,
brevity.

Photography Editor
Kathfiine Mitchell '95

or LOimni'ntiiry are the views i>l the duthor(s) and not iuHC.ss.uily those of 77it" Tripod as a whole.
Contacting Tfw Tripod

The Z>'J';irZ office i< located in the hnvwe'it ofjmh-on Dvrntitnry.
Addret* ull cmrcfipoiuletia:* to ihc Trinity Iti/wl Trinity G'ifegi: H702J81 llartfiml, CM llolOb-3100.
Uiln- In-Chief (?0V M7-2.W
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Letters maybe submitted to The Tripodby
• campus mail Box 702582
• email
Tripod@trincoll.edu
• network
Docex server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
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Trinity Students Studying
Away Domestically
Autumn 1994
A very 1, Llinor'%
Davidson College
P.O.Box 1737
Hrfvidson. NC 2S036
Chu, Nancy S/95
LaMam.i
c-/o Trinity I.aMama Program 532
l.aguardia Haco #574
New York, NY 10012
Elting, Melissa'96
New Ynrkljnivei>ity
230 Central Park WCNI
New York. XY 101)24
tlsper, )ulieann'97
12Cli/Smith
U CrevLHelclLiiniU-ominshT, MA 01453
Griffin, Melissa L.'95
c/o Trinity/LaMama Program 532
l^iguardiaPlaa' #^74
• NewYork,\'Y100J2
Guilford, David'95
Columbia University
520 West 112th Apt.20B
New York, NY 10025
Johnson, Kristen M/95
Univexsity of Colorado
116510th Street
Boulder, CO 80302
303-545-2356

rwriw^ucsiixoloiado^ii
Johnson, Yvefte Joic'95
Spolman College
350Spt'lma Lane
A tlanta,GA .30314-4399
Koch, Lisa J.'95
c/o Trinity/) jM.inu Program 532
I-agu.irdia ['lace #374
NewYorl^NYIlH^
Lee, Theresa'95
LJni1. ur-.il y ui Colorado
3000 C(^ioivido Avi-niif Apt. H-129
Boulder, COH(tt03

iJ^!l^rL,ll^lU
Riik, Grace C'97
4495 L. i>f California/Berkoley
2441U«iste#23A
Berkeley. C:A lW7ll4
5 L(t-.i40-7748
Rob bins, Jane Brnoks'96
'-I-W5 University of Colorado
ScibeI,JannaL.'96
c/o Trinity /LdMama Program 532
laguardiaPlace #574
New York, NY 10012
Tassinari, Samuel'96
Williams-Mystic Maritime Studies
Program
75 (Jreenmanville Avenue
Mystic, CV 06355

The Poetry Center
Jay Meek, whose fifth book of poems Windows
has redeved wide attention, will read his poetry at
Trinity in the Faculty Club on Thursday, October 6,
at 4:00 p.m. He will be the first poet presented in a
series of poetry readings this year.
Jay Meek's other books of poetry include Stations.
Earthly Purposes, Drawing on the Walls, and The
Week the Dirigible Came, and they are all published
by Carnegie Mellon University Press. He has also
edited two anthologies and has been published in
numerous journals, including The New York
Quarterly, The Paris Review, Harvard Magazine,
Beloit Poetry Tournal, and The Yale Review. He has
also been awarded fellowships from The Bush
Foundation, the Gugghenheim Foundation, and the
National Endowment for the Arts.
He teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in
poetry writing and literature at the University of
North Dakota.
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To the Editor:
WliHe leafing thiirugli it pile of document*, this rvxtircher uncoccred thi*
ccmtHiMtoru on the shie of serial iiff her? at Trinity. I Minv if may iv of some interest
lo ysiir reaJeo.
Sincerely.
MhhaeiA. Smith
Galloxw Hill Bookstore
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C O L L E G E

To the Trustees:
As representatives of the student body, we are writing to
express our grief and outrage at a decision recently made in
our absence. This decision has the potential to tragically alter
campus life and to bring to an end one of the finest and noblest
of our Trinity traditions. We are speaking, of course, of the
administration's proclamation banning kegs in all classrooms.
In a meeting with the Trinity Student Hegemony held on
February 9,2014, promises were made by the administration
that no unilateral decision would be made concerning this
volatile topic. These promises were not kept, as freshmen
and returning students alike attended their first classes of the
new school year in fear and desperation.
In a referendum held last year, 93 % of the student body voted
that kegs in the classroom were pivotal to their education, and
should not be removed. Are we facing a crisis of the same
magnitude as the infamous Kegs-in-the-Dorm Crisis of 1994?
Any high school student knows that the protest which began
right here at Trinity College (which soon swept the entire
nation) was the impetus to the ratification of the 28th Amendment in 1996, which gave every student the Constitutional
right to have kegs in his or her dorm. Now, twenty years later,
do we stand again at the edge of the same precipice?
The administration holds that drinking has no proper place in
the classroom; we could not disagree more. It is pivotal to the
process of education, and dire consequences would follow its
removal. Banning kegs in the classroom will only force
students to find other, possibly more harmful, classroom
activities. How can the administration stand by and allow
this to happen?
We, the students of Trinity College reject this unwarranted
intrusion into campus life, and call upon the administration to
suspend this ruling until the matter can be worked out to the
satisfaction of both parties. We believe that there must be
alternatives to this draconian policy, such as the banning of
kegs in only some classes (Driver's Education, for example).
We have seta deadline for coming up with an alternative plan.
We wil be prepared to present our solution at the October 22
Trustee meeting.

Please come and join the growing group of poetry
enthusiasts at Trinity.
Respectfully,

Milli Silvestri
Poetry Center

C.R. "Belcher" Cranly JJ.Poissant
I.M.Hamilton
President, TSH
Vice President, TSH J3ditor, The Tripod
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Flushed
Ok, this isn't California, and
even if it were, there isn't a drought
anymore. Nevertheless, apparently
the hall monitor in the Clement
Chemistry building has dedicated
certain hours during the day during
which the flushing of toilets is prohibited. According to an Around
Trinity source, those in the building
must schedule their toilet times to
avoid Monday through Wednesday
from 1-4 PM, when flushing is not
permitted.

The Spaghetti
Incident
A student must have felt that
their parents needed a good look at
the reality of Mather's dinners as
they left a pot-sized mound of spaghetti on the grass beside the Long
Walk. Some speculated that the
pasta was a statement of protest
against the worldwide rise in spaghetti prices in the last 6 months.
Then again, maybe someone just
dropped their dinner.

[Employee
I Entertainment
Two of Trinity's most popular
I employees were spotted down the
hill on Saturday night. Three cheers
I for anyone other than a student who
is actually willing to spend their free
I time hanging out in local watering
holes with ungergraduate riffraff.

1 Black-47
Black-47 isn't the name of some
new dye that was approved by the
FDA. It also isn't a new roach killer
that is supposed to work ten times
better than the leading brand.
Black-47 is an Irish group that
was all set to play at last year's Spring
Weekend, but was cancelled when a
rainstorm delayed the concert. Anyway, they're not your typical band
that comes and plays at Trinity, so
check them out if you have the
chance.
Attention SteakHeads™—
Take it easy this time and don't stop
the concert by getting totally
smashed and having a testosterone
overload.

Lectures:
The Biology department will be hosting a leeture by Rita Monde '91 of
Cornell University on "the
regulation of MRNA Stability in Chloroplasts!"
The lecture will take place
on Wednesday October
5th at 4:15 PM in LSC134.
Refreshments will be
served before the lecture
in the LSC library at 3:45.
A lecture will be held
at Saint Joseph College,
Monday October 3rd at 7
PM, on "Family Violence
and the Domestic Violence
Law: How it is impacting
our children and families
in our communities." For
more information and registration call 232-4571 ext.
333.
Graduate and
Professional School Fain
The Career Counseling
office will be hosting its
annual Graduate and Professional school fair. The
fair will have representatives from more than sixty
graduate and professional
schools. The event will
occur in the Washington
Room on Wednesday October 5th at 4:30 and 5:45
P.M.. For more information contact Kay Slater in
the career counseling office at ext. 2080.

Homecoming Carnival:
Theatre:
The University of HartThe Trinity Theatre and
ford will be holding its Dance presents an exhibit
annual homecoming car- of the work of Raymond
nival October 1&2, begin- Jonson and the Chicago
ning at 12:00 PM. The car- Little Theatre Years 1912nival will feature the Con- 1917. Jonson became
necticut Antiques Show of known as a Southwestern
the Anqtiquarian and painter latter in his career.
Landmarks Society, Afri- Originally, however, he
can American Crafts, a was a stage designer for
Gospel Fest, Octoberfest, the Chicago Little Theatre,
Sculpture, Sports and a thetheatrewhichisknown
Garden Party. For more for having spawned the
information call 768-4349. "Little Theatre Movement," in the United
Dance Showcase:
Friday September 30th States.
and Saturday October 1st Study Abroad Fair:
The foreign Studies ofa t 8 PM, the Department
o f Theatre and Dance pre- fice will be hosting a study
sents an evening of new abroad fair Wednesday
works by students. September 28th, from 11
"Wakings," a dance piece to 2 PM, at Mather Camby KaCey '95, incorporates pus Center,
many dance styles (modem, ballet jazz, and funk)
andincludestheinfluence
of martial arts technique,
5:00 PM
mythology and dreams,
Evening Worship
Kelly Crawford '95 preSunday:
1:00 PM
t
s
a
new
performance
sen
Holy Eucharist
art piece which she perThe
Reverend Nancy
forms, "Tiah's Cove
Charles, Chaplain
Road."

Send Your
Announcements
to the Tripod!
Box 702582

3:00 PM
Carillon Concert
5:00 PM
Roman Catholic Mass The
Reverend Raymond
Smialowski
Monday:
5:00 PM
Evening Worship

die

Parents...
...will be parents, but put 'em
on a college campus and some of
them will revert to their more animalistic instincts. Most noticeable:
The parents lined up in an orderly
and parental way while waiting for
their chance to pump the tap and
grab themselves a glass 'o brew at
the class of '95 tent.
The fare from the other tents
was of varied but mediocre quality.
One class sported a collection of junk
food, while another one went ethnic
and got pastries from a bakery. The
last one had juice or (to quote our
source) "something like that."
Around Trinity was disappointed
that the classes didn'tband together
and get foods that went well together.
The seniors' beer could have
been accompanied by pizza, beer
nuts, and other munchies. Instead,
those who went tent foraging ended
up with a virtual cornucopia of food
products.
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Schindler's List:

Wens-Sat 7:30

(1993) Directed by Steven Spielberg. Screenplay by Steven Zaillian, based on the book by Thomas Keneally. Steven
Spielberg's most critically acclaimed movie is a profound human drama animated by the transformation of its unlikely hero,
the profit driven industrialist Schindler, into one of the few Germans to protect the Jews in the face of Nazi Genocide. A
chilling fiercely acted recreation of the most brutal episode in modern history that somehow leaves you with a feeling of hope,
not despair.

Speed:

Fri-Sat 11:00

(1994) Directed by JanDe Bont. Speed is one of cinema's true guilty pleasures: a visceral thriller with a minimum of fancy
dialogue, enough car crashes to rival a Hong Kong action pic, and Dennis Hopper as a philosophy-spouting madman who
putsabombonacitybus. Winning it extra points are a thankfully capable woman under siege (Sandra Bullock) and of course
the most excellent Mr. Reeves himself.

Crooklyn:

Sun-Tue 7:30

(1994) Produced and directed by Spike Lee. Spike Lee's most intimate and personal film, co-written by his sister, Joie
Susannah and brother Cinque, gets to the heart of growing up African American in Brooklyn in the funkified 70's. With all
the vitality and explosiveness of his Do the Right Thing, which is set in the same neighborhood. Lee deftly explores the lives
and connectedness of the five children and their parents, a strict schoolteacher and a jazz musician. There is a surprising
tenderness in this film, reverberating, in the wall -to -wall soundtrack of soulful hits.

©

HOW TO HANG ONTO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE.)

Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.
Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's sword'fish
if all you got was soup?"

:--••••

Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents y
;
for it instead.
" "'

!

Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it.The LostWalletSM Service can get you
emergency cash; a new card usually within
24 hours and help replacing vital documents.
'Based on available cash line.

NEWS
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Clinton Initiates AmeriCorp
National Service Organization
*BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Writer

IKS* SMITH

On Sunday morning, during the Episcopal service in the Trinity Chapel,
Prtftuleiil Painter put on his collar to address the congregation. The subject
of his sermon was the Trinify College motto "Pro licdrsia et Patria, A
Modern Translation*' of the importance of spirituality and community in
college life. At a reception that followed tiie service, he spoke with parents
and students.

SGAOASS
REPRESENTATIVES
For 1994-1995

On September 12, just hours after
^ e plane crash at the White House, during a ceremony in the North Grounds,
Bill Clinton formally initiated the
AmeriCorps national service program.
In return for a year or two of service in
what the administration is labeling "the
domestic peace corps", a member will
receive financial aid for college, vocational schools, and paying back student
loans.
The program stresses teaching in
destitute areas, teaching literacy classes,
providing counseling for troubled
youths, providing aid for the elderly, the
disabled, and the sick, and helping the
homeless and the environment. In many
ways, Clinton is reaching back to his
Democratic heritage for AmeriCorps is
very reminiscent of the Civilian Conservation Corps that was initiated by
Franklin Delano Roosevelt during the
Great Depression. Under FDR, the CCC
was founded to offer young men from
relief families opportunities by working
on national parks and historic sites. A
number of members from the CCC were
involved in the ceremony.
Another way Clinton drew on the
Democratic tradition was by invoking
the Peace Corps and its founder, the hero
of President Clinton's youth, John F.
Kennedy. Helping conjure up the image
of "Camelot" were references to the late
Nancy Gore, the Vice President's sister,
who had been one of the first volunteers
of the Peace Corps as well as the presence
of two senators, Ted Kennedy via satel-

lite and Harris Wofford. Sen. Wofford CDPA) was an aide to the Kennedy White
House on civil rights and was a leader in
the early years of the Peace Corps.
Clinton said that "service is about
sacrifice for others and others and about
accomplishment and fulfillment about
ourselves." He swore in 20,000 volunteers linked across the nation by satellite
with the following pledge:
I will get things done for America-to
make our people safer, smarter, and
healthier. I will bring Americans together
to strengthen our communities. Faced
with apathy, I will take action. Faced with
conflict, I will seek common ground. Faced
with adversity, I will preserve. I will carry
this commitment with me this year and
beyond. I am an AmeriCorps Member.
And I'm going to get things done.
Focusing on critical concerns of
America in education, public safety, human needs, and the environment, the
administration has high hopes for the
program. Also on hand was Vice President Al Gore (who joked about the recent
basketball accident that has him on
crutches), Senators Barbara Mikulski, John
Breaux, Ben Nighthorse Campbell, John
Chafee, Daniel Inouye, Howard
Metzenbaum, Chuck Robb, Paul
Sarbanes, Paul Simon, and Wofford. Senators Kennedy, Jim Jeffords, and Jay
Rockefeller were connected by satellite.
There were also a large number of Congressmen, Cabinet Secretaries, and leaders of both parties on hand for the event.
In helping found AmeriCorps,
Clinton is reaching out to the young voters, a key element in the coalition that
elected him in 1992.

Poetry Contest
Again this year, the Connecticut Poetry Circuit
will be selecting four or five undergraduate poets
to tour colleges to read their own poetry.
But first, each college in the state must choose
one undergraduate poet to represent his/her

Class of 1995
Paul Wasserman
! Craig Smith
Jean-Paul Saulnier
Vincent Mase
Maxine Skaggs
Kelli Murphy
Jonathan Carney

Class of 1997
Robin Laidlaw
Michael Nardelli
Benjamin Russo
Crossan Barnes
Maurido Zelaya
Paxton Provitera
Allison Brailey

college.

Class of 1996
Rima Doshi
Robert Coleman
Justin Van Etten
Adam Naylor
Clifford Segil
David Logsdon
Evelyn Hall

Class of 1998
Anhoni Patel
Jonathan Roy
Sasha McDowell
Daya Fields
Kirsten Korahan
BiandbnMcGoldrick
Michael Bradley

The Trinity representative will submit poems to
The Connecticut Poetry Circuit Selection
Committee, and the student poets chosen for the
circuit will be announced in December.

Students interested in entering Trinity's contest
to choose our nominee must submit three copies of
three pages of poetry by 4:00 p.m., Wednesday,
October 19,1994, to Hugh Ogden in the English
Department. The student's name should not
appear on the poems but should be printed with
his/her address, telephone number, and year in
college on a seperate sheet attached to the poems.

While on tour, each poet will receive $35 per
reading. Trinity has had a circuit poet almost every
year since the contest started. Last year, Paula
Lathrop from Trinity was chosen as one of the
poets. In recent years, Trinity has been represented
by Angela Cusano, Kim Peters, and Sung-San
Hong.
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This Weekend
Brings Parents
To Trinity

NEWS
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College Celebrates Years Of Women At Trinity
continued from page 1

classes !78-'89, beginning November 28th.
The highlight of next semester will be the Performing
Arts weekend, to be held April
7th and 8th. Organized by Judy
Dworin of the Theater and
Dance Department, this weekend willshowcase performances
by alumni in the arts professions.
While these are the larger

continued from page 1

Wadsworth Athenium by
AldenGorden '69. Class tents
littered the lawn and the student musical groups echoed
over the Quad. Parents were
invited to an Open House at
the Umoja House, a Catholic
Vigil in the Chapel.
Saturday everting the
parents; were given the option of "Gus" in the cave or
"At the- Still Point" in
Garmony.
Sunday mornings activities began with brunch in
Mather, bagels at the Hillel
House or a service in the
Chapel. A third performance
of "At the Still Point" by
Jorden Roberts was given on
Sunday evening.

Dianne Martell feels that Trinity is at a
"reassessment point," in which it needs to see
how far it has come and make -plans for the
future.

$58,000 Civil
Services Grant
Awarded
continued from page 1

ence in the lives of the people
and neighborhoods you will
assist."
Trinity expects to hire
staff by December, begin operations by February, and
opentheTCOPCcenteratl90
New Britain by June of 1995
with satellite offices in Frog
Hollow, Asylum Hill, ClayArsenal and Northeastneighborhoods of Hartford, and on
Arch Street in New Britain.

the school is strong, in terms of
gender relations, are athletics,
as well as the sciences, in which
faculty have been working to
keep women and women of
color in the sciences whichhave
traditionally attracted a large
percentage of men.
Trinity has comealongway
since 1971, in which an article in
The Trinity Tripod stated that,
"Only ten percent of the Trinity
faculty is female" and "Men still

FILE PHOTO

events planned for the upcoming months, there are also many
smaller activities planned. The
Women's Center and the Office
of Faculty Grants are cosponsoring a series of informal talks
throughoutthefirstsemesterby
female Trinity faculty, on topics
including women's issues.
The Watkinson Library is
presently showing an exhibit
entitled, "Designed for the Ladies: 19th Century American
Magazines for Women."
Some other events which
are still in the planning stages
include an informal panel on
coeducation and a presentation
of Trinity women in writing. As
well, individual departments
will be bringing in alumni.
Diane Martell, Coordinator
of the Women's Center expressed her enthusiasm for these
events. Areas in which she feels

outnumber women two-toone." Martell feels that Trinity
is at a "reassessment point," in
which it needs to see how far it
has come, and make plans for
the future. She sees social life as
the area most in need of improvement. She stated that
school traditions need to be examined and changed to make
everyone feel as if they have a
place at Trinity. "This is harder
work," she says, "as it is much
more subtle."
While the events planned
for the upcoming year will not
solve all of the problems Trinity
faces, they will identify areas
still in need of improvement,
while celebrating the presence
of women at Trinity, and the
ways in which they have enriched and improved the College since their arrival here in
1969.

Two Students m 1969; the year Trinity switched positions.

For less than a dollar a day
both will givep u the power ym need to
survive this semester

With an Apple Computer Loan, ift now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh" personal
computer. In feet, with Apple's special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac" for
as little as $23 per month: Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspecb of writing papers. Apersonal organizer/calendar created specifically for

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special^
low student pricing. With an offer this good, it's the best time ever to
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best!

For further information visit the Computer Store
in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
teih
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Connecticut's Gubernatorial Race Is Not Politics As Usual
Curry's victory ranks as one of the greatest political upsets in Connecticut's history. Curry was able to run as an outsider
The election of Lowell Weicker, the and mobilize political activists on the
candidate of the third party entitled A grassroots level, two factors that led to
Connecticut Party, to the governorship his triumph.
The one candidate who is clearly
in 1990 illustrated the discontent thaf
was building up within the voters of linked with the political establishment is
Connecticut. This disillusionment with John Rowland, the Republican nominee.
politics as usual was also shown in the Rowland has served in the House of
Democratic Presidential primary in April Representatives and lost in a close race
1992 when, with former Sen. Pa'ul E. for the governorship to Weicker in 1990.
Tsongas justbowing out of the race, Jerry For the past four years he has served as a
Brown was able to upset Bill Clinton. lobbyist and has prepared for the 1994
Now, with Weicker stepping down, the elections. He easily swept through the
angry voters are again a major factor in Republican primary by crushing Secretary of State Pauline Kezer. Rowland is
the 1994 gubernatorial election.
One sign of the voter apathy to- the early front runner, however, he is
wards politics as usual is the fact that under constant attack from the other chalinstead of only the two major parties lengers.
Groark is already attacking Rowland
fielding candidates, three other parties
are also on the November ballot In addi- through radio ads and the G.O.P nomition to, A Connecticut Party, which has nee has been firing back. But Scott has
endorsed Lt. Gov. Eunice S. Groark, Tom also taken his shots at Rowland. Calling
Scott, a former state senator and radio for the repeal of the state income tax,
talk show host, is running with the Inde- Scott has wrapped his campaign in impendence Party while antiaborfdon ac- ages and symbols of the American Revotivist Joseph A. Zdonczyk is also in the lution. Both Scott and Groark have attacked Rowland as a check bouncer in
race.
Another sign of voter discontent was Congress ( when serving in the House,
William E. Curry Jr. winning the Demo- Rowland overdrafted 108 checks ) and
cratic nomination. Curry, the state comp- Scott is labeling his G.O.P foe "Washingtroller, ran with the support of the pro- ton lobbyist John Rowland." Curry has
gressive wing of the party and was able refrained from attacking his opponents
to defeat the party endorsed candidate, through radio or television, a strategy he
State Sen. John Larson. Considering his also used in his battle for the Democratic
campaign had much less money than nomination. However, Groark is also
Larson's and he was not able to buy as under fire. Having broken the tie in the
much television and radio air time, state house in favor of the income tax, the
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
Metro-Hartford Writer

lieutenant governor is being forced to
defend her unpopular action. Rowland,
Scott, and Zdonczyk have pledged to
repeal the tax while Curry has proposed
a $1 billion cut in property taxes.
At a debate in Stamford on September 21, Groark was forced to defend the
Weicker administration's record from the
constant attacks of the other candidates.
Besides going after the lieutenant governor on the income tax, the others also
blasted the way the economy had been

now being threatened by Scott on the tax
issue and Zdonczyk who appeals to prolife voters. Rowland is also engaged
with Curry and Groark for the moderate
voters while the lieutenant governor and
the Democrat battle for the liberals. With
over a month left in the campaign,
Rowland's status as the man to beat will
be seriously challenged by his four rivals.
What is clear, is that, the four candidates running against the establishment

What is clear, is that, the four candidates running
against the establishment will capture a majority of the ~
vote come November. The era of the two major parties
dominating all aspects of state politics is over.
handled by the A Connecticut Party administration. Commenting on the number of jobs leaving the state, Scott declared that "moving companies represent the growth industry of Connecticut". This is in response to Groark's view
of a rebounding economy in the Nutmeg
State.
Scott, the most aggressive of the five
candidates, has also attacked Rowland
for lobbying for businesses that have
been pulling out of the state. Besides
taxes and the economy, crime has also
been a major issue. Curry and Groark
advocate forms of gun control while the
other three are opposed to weapon restrictions. The campaign promises to be
interesting. Rowland is the front runner
but his conservative base of support is

will capture a majority of the vote come
November. The era of the two major
parties-dominating all aspects of state
politics is over. This is not to say that the
parties are weak though. Connecticut
remains one of the few states where there
is first a nominating convention before
any sort of primary. The candidate with
the majority of delegates is the party
endorsed candidate while any challenger
with 15% of the delegates is allowed to
take part in a challenge primary. Before
Curry's victory over Larson, a challenger
had never beaten the endorsed Democrat. He and the three third party candidates are all challengers to the political
establishment and, with Connecticut's
recent political history, one of them may
pull off another victory against it.

T2 Meets Back To The Future In Timecop
BY LAURA DUNLEAVY
Metro-Hartford Writer

I had a little trouble getting
showtimes for Trial By Jury (the movie
Kirsten will review) so, I had to settle for
Timecop. Timecop is, in short, a poor
combination of Back to the Future and
Terminator 2.. It sucks.

The movie begins in 1863, when a
band of Confederate soldiers are held up
by a single Union soldier. As the Feds are
laughing away, the Yankee pulls out his
two machine guns and blows them away,
stealing their gold. Now jump to Wash-

suddenly attacked by oversized, musclemen. His wife is forced back into their
house while he gets pummeled outside.
We see her screaming in terror from the
window and, with the blink of an eye,
she dies, as the house spontaneously combusts.
Next, we jump to 2004, where Max
is now a full-fledged time travel enforcement worker. The equipment has gotten
pretty high-tech and it seems like just
about anybody can travel through time.
It's Max's job to travel back and stop any
suspicious activity. In one of his journeys, Max catches his partner playing

acting to be anything great; but, I had at
least thought the action in the film would
be cool. While there's definitely lots of
hitting, kicking, etc., I felt like there was
nothinginnovativeaboutthismovie. All
the special effects reminded me of Terminator 2. They had those liquid, silvery
things and the futuristic cars resembled
mini-vans with a lot of paneling. Plus,
the time traveling motif has been done
before. Jean Claude Van Damme seemed
like an Arnold Schwarzenneger wantto-be. He isn't very cute, and he had a
really bad haircut. In this film, he deliv-

^
^

I felt like there was nothing innovative about this movie.
All the special effects reminded me ofTerminator 2.
ington, D.C., October 10,1994. An important, covert operations meeting is
being held by government officials. Apparently, a German scientist has discovered how to time travel and he is using
this knowledge for personal gain (i.e.,
using gold coins to buy guns on the black
market). Although some are skeptical, it
is decided that grant money will be given
to form an organization to be known as
the Time Enforcement Committee (TEC)
which will control time travel with Senator McCohn (Ron Silver), volunteering
to head the committee.
Max Walker (Jean Claude Van
Damme) is one of the police officers offered a position on the time enforcement
team. Before he even accepts the job, he
is called for duty in the middle of the
night. As he leaves his house, he is

with the stocks on Wall Street on Black
Tuesday. Max learns of the corruption
on the inside of TEC and the rest of the
movie is centered on him trying to capture the bad guy. He gets to beat up lots
of people as he displays his physique
through maneuvers, such as the splits.
There's a pretty entertaining scene where
he does a jump split onto his kitchen
counter in his boxers in order to dodge a
bullet (I think they just wanted to show
off his dexterity).
A mediocre subplot is Max's seeming obsession with his deceased wife.
After ten years as a widower, he is still
watching a home video of his wife every
day (that's healthy.)
I found this movie pretty amusing;
although, I'm not sure it was supposed
to be. I definitely wasn't expecting the

H a m i l t o n College—Junior Year in France
Please visit our table at the Study Abroad Fair at
Trinity College on Wednesday September 28th
•Academic year immesrsion program
•Preliminary session in Biarritz
•Regular courses at Paris Universities and Institutes in Arts, Business
Language, French Language and Literature, Political Science, Social Sciences
Internships.
•Full year of Hamilton College credits.
Application dealine: February 15,1994
for brochure and additional information contact Prof. Ken Lloyd-Jones
(297-2168) on campus, or Gena Bluff Programs Abroad Office, Hamilton

College, 315-859-4201.

ered lines like "Have a nice day" after
killing people and, basically, I didn't
really care what happened to him (although you know nothing bad will).
Ron Silver was all right at playing
Senator McCohn, he just had to be mean.
Consequently, none of the actors really
stood out in this film.
If you're bored, and in the mood to
see an action flick and some average
special effects, Timecop might be what
your looking for. However, I definitely
think your seven dollars could be better
spent.

Show
Times

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
936 Silver Lane, East Hartford, 568-8810
shows after 11P.M. on weekends only
1:00,1:25,3:00, 3:30, 5:05,5:25
7:20,7:45,9:35,10:10
True Lies
i:05,4:00, 7:00,9:45
The Next Karate Kid
1:20,3:25,5:30,7:40
Fresh
1:55,4:40,7:15,9:55
Clear and Present Danger
1:30,4:15, 7:05, 9:45
Forrest Gump
1:20,4:10,7:00,9:40
Natural Born Killers
1:35,4:05,7:10,9:30
Terminal Velocity
i : i5, 3 : 2 o, 5:20,7:30,10:10
Trial By Jury
i 0: 05
Milk Money
.1:45,4:30,7:35,9:55
Princess Carabou
i : io, 3:15,5:15,7:25,9:25
Corrina, Corona
i:50,4:35,7:50, 10:15
Timecop

CINEMA CITY
235 Brairiard Road, Hartford, 549-0030
•-. • - - . - ; , early shows on Saturday's and Sundays onh
Friscilia Queen
.
, \
l;05,4:30,7:35,9:50
Barcelona
1.30,4:20,7:25,9:45
lit the Land of the Deaf! ;i~- "
7:35,9:40

^J^»«J*f^^^^5^U:15,4:05, 7-15,9:40
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The BIG E, Overpriced And Underappreciated
BYBETHFENWICK
Senior Editor

Looking for a good time on a Sunday afternoon or weeknight? Why not
try the Big E, that's the Eastern States
Exposition,inWestSpringfield,MA. The
majority of Trinity's studentbody is from
Connecticut and Massachusetts; so, they
may have already attended this monstrous fair. But not me, a hick from a
small town in Maryland!
As soon as I passed through the
entrance gate, which cost me seven bucks
to get through, I darted to a huge, yellow
slide. Now, if you're wondering what
kind of senior would be in awe of a slide,
you really aren't visualizing its magnitude. I headed up some fifty steps with
my mat in hand and it wasn't seconds
after I reached the top, that I was descending with great speed to the bottom.
A slight rush, in order to start the evening.
Since I had to get my yearly dose of
serious grease, my next stop was the
fried dough stand. Immediately this
brought on a dilemma. There were about
18 different stands for fried dough...
Annie's, Sam's, Guaranteed Fresh, and
the list goes on! Could it be possible I
was not going to pick the best place? I
was tempted to sample all, but my stomach and my wallet warned against it.
Also, eating immediately meant that I
could not go on any of the "real rides,"

else they be labeled "vomit" rides! But, I
decided on a fresh, plate-sized hunk of
dough topped with cinnamon and sugar
which left a "what did I eat that for?"
question in my stomach.
When I did eventually get on a ride,
the Giant Swings, no less., anxiety struck
me, as I wondered if things were going to
turn out okay. My friend, who will remain nameless, tried to catch the attention of passersby by hocking huge lugies,
and barely missing heads of big hair!
And, the ride operator seemed to be some
sort of an addict, maybe just a freon
sniffer, but still a little too sketchy! So,
there we were, the only two on the ride
run by a freak who seemingly forgot
about his passengers. After the longest,
fastest swing ride in history, we returned
to the ground with all sense of equilibrium lost.
Then, we were forced to pass the
accosting drunk fair workers that reminded us of why were in college. You
know, the ones that work at the unavoidable game booths crying out, "Give me
two dollars and you may be able to win
this plastic, teddy bear that cost us three
cents." Unfortunately, my friend and I
were consciously lured into a couple of
these booths and our funds suffered severely.
I should pause right here for those of
you saying, "This person had the worst
time." Noway!!! I loved the Big E! It's

all part of a "fair" to experience these
things and they always put a smile on
your, face (unless you're too upright.)
Anyway, the Big E has more to offer than
your average fair, without a doubt.
The next stop was the State Buildings. Each of the New England states has
their own brick building to display what
their state has to offer, ranging from
maple sugar candy to bottled water. For
instance, Maine's buildinghad enormous
baked potatoes, L.L Bean stand, skiing

might one get to eye Vermont's prize
bull; in other words, the one whose sperm
is sold at top price.
Since the rides looked slightly grim,
the food began to look better. Now/we
could eat everything before our eyes
without worry. On to caramel apples
and cotton candy. There was no stopping our raging appetites. {Unfortunately, later that night we wished there
had been some self-control.)
The park was beginning to close, as

[W]e were forced to pass the accosting, drunk fair workers
that reminded us of why we're in college. You know, the
ones that work at the unavoidable game booths crying
out, "Give me two dollars and you may be able to win
this plastic teddy bear that cost us three cents."
resorts and live bass. From an educational standpoint, these exhibits are unparalleled and priceless. .
Beyond the row of buildings, were
large arenas; one with horses being
shown, another withprize-winningcows,
and another with infommercial products and demonstrations. Where else
can you find the Miracle Mop or Beef
Jerky food dehydrator with free samples?
What can I say, it was quite something to
see these miracle producing machines
from only a foot away. And, how else

the clock was pushing to 10:00 PM, so we
walked past the petting zoo, the incredible wax museum and the bearded lady
exhibit to the gates. Since it was an
extremely exciting evening, we talked of
returning. However, it wasn't until entered the car to drive the forty-five minutes back to Hartford, that we realized
the exact amount of money spent. Apparently, we had spent a lot more money
than we could account for, so we decided
to postpone our next visit to next September when the fair returns.

Trial By Jury Hangs With Tripod's Film Critic
BYKIRSTENHOEHN
Metro-Hartford Writer

Unfortunately, I had the times right
and made it to Trial By Jury. It was an
excruciatingly painful experience.
Trial By Jury opens with a group of
cops, in a seedy hotel room, looking after
a star witness in the upcoming trial of a
famed mob boss. They've ordered a

the much-needed witness in the back of
the neck. This scene promised the viewers a suspenseful thriller, however, the
next two hours of film failed in comparison.
1
The main character was a single
mother who runs an antique clothing
store. She is selected to be a member of
the jury in this highly publicized trial.
The first fifteen minutes seem to be a

"Thankfully, most of the characters are dead by the end of
this movie."
whore to come look after the ex-mobster
andabottleofDomPerignon. Thingsget
steamy for a whole thirty seconds while
the fat, old man sits with his legs spread
chanting for the wrinkling prostitute to
"do it to him." Events quickly change
when the room service waiter and hooker
team up to shoot all four cops and stab

first-grade lesson on how the American
judicial system works. Her little boy
asks retarded questions like, "Mommy,
what's a jury?" while we're forced to sit
and listen to mommy's lengthy, simplified explanations. Eventually she becomes the target of the mob's plan to
hang the jury and free their boss. Their

attempts at scaring this woman into acquitting the defendant are extremely
lame. Three thugs drive a huge, black
van through the middle of Central Park
on a crowded afternoon and somehow
abduct our main character. Their cliche
scare tactics continue throughout the
movie yet fail to provide a suspenseful
atmosphere. Thankfully, most of the
characters are dead by the end of this
movie.
Two of the leading roles were filled
by seasoned actors; William Hurt and

Gabriel Byrne. In their previous movies
these actors have not disappointed me,
however, their respective portrayals of a
good-cop-gone-bad and the prosecuting
attorney didn't even help to redeem this
weak film. The overall acting was poor
and the development of the characters
was shallow, leaving little chance for the
viewer to get really involved with their
lives. I would not recommend this movie.
It was painful trying to sit all the way
through it; in fact, I didn't sit all the way
through it.

Restaurant Reviews:
Once cigdin, The Tripod will be sending sindents ou t to review restau ran(s. The Greater Hartford Area provides Trinity sludenfs, parents and
friends with a plethora of dining options with
everything from "I hai to Texan. But, where to go to
dinner when a friend visits or just when you can't
eat anymore, institutional food from Mather, can
be a frustrating dilemma.
A.nd since, all of Trinity's students are worthy
of a free dinner at some time. The Tripod is ready to send you
off. AH that you have to do is fill out a 3x5 card with your
name, the name of the person you're recommending, your
extci ision and a ^hort story relaying any reason of why you or
your friend deserves a no-cost, quality meal. The Tripod staff
will vote on the most deserving and most dramatic and they
will be able to have, a dinner for two. Drop your entry off in
Box 702582.
The participants axe subject to the following restrictions:
• must be able to provide their own transportation
• need lo pay, save the receipt, and then^et reimbursed
by The Tripod. (Forty dollar limit)

Peace Corps
On Campus
Info Session: Thurs, Sept 29,7 PM, Mather Alumni Lounge
Info Table: Thurs, Sept 29,11-2, Mather Hall
~We need someone to join 6,500 people
already working in over 90 developing countries around the world.
To help people help themselves.
The work isn't easy. And it
takes more than just concern.
It takes motivation. Commitment. But it's a chance to stop
dreaming about a better world
and start doing something about it.

For more info, call (800)424-8580
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Too Much To Do In Too Little

BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Writer
'

~~

My mother has termed it "the soccer
syndrome/'or "the soccer craze." What
it is, is the need of our generation and
those younger than us to get involved to
the point of exhaustion.
From the time that we are little chil-r
dren, we shuffle around from one activity to another — be it kindergarten soc-

I ran out of my under-eye concealer
this morning - virtually the only make up
that I wear. And as I scraped the inside
of the case for the remnants of the make
up, I took a long look at my face in the
mirror and wondered exactly when those
bags appeared on my twenty-year-old
face. Perhaps it was when I ceased to get
eight hours of sleep at night—oh, five
years ago.
So at times, when I am beyond frus-

My friends are over-motivated, gluttons for punishment
as well. They too try and do to much in too little time.
cer, or art class, piano lessons. Then we
get older and enter high school and it's
sports practice until 5:30 at night until
run home, shower, and rush off to voice
lessons. Will it never end? What is the
motivation behind our incessant need to
drive ourselves to the point of weariness?
In high school, I remember getting
involved in everything - trying to achieve
that "well-rounded student" appearance.
But as time wore on, it became more than
that. Here I am, my third year at Trinity,
and I never have enough time. The hours
that I sit in a classroom are less thanhigh
school yet I am still always on the run.

tration, I think that maybe I should slow
it down a little, do a little less... But
heaven forbid that I miss out on anything
important.
I know that it is not just me. My
friends are over-motivated, gluttons for
punishment as well They too also They
get no sleep and never seem to have
enough time to finish all of their work,
yet they don't sit around all day either.
My mother recalls boredom when
she was in high school. If she had nothing do do, she and her siblings would go
and play in the back yard. Those days
are over.
This summer while I was home, I

got to know some of the neighbors. We
had recently moved and so the area and
people were all new to me.
One little girl who I got to know is a
prime example of an early victim of the
soccer craze. She is six years old and her
mother is a professor at a university in
Philadelphia. The girl befriended my
sister, a fifteen year old, because mentally they are basically on the same level.
This is not a statement to put down my
sister, because she is a typical fifteen year
old. But the little girl, Emma, would
come over and visit my sister in between
violin lessons, visits to the Museum of
Archeology, birthday parties at the Philadelphia Museum of Art...

lenging the ideas of the Surrealist movement.
My question again is: what causes
us to be like this? Motivation is a wonderful asset to have; and I would hate to
be at the other extreme. Being glued to
the couch, beer in one hand, slice of pizza
in the other doesn't get you anywhere
and we would all rather be getting somewhere than no where at all.
Perhaps too, it has to do with intelligent time budgeting. Maybe we should
offer a non-credit course on Time Management here at Trinity. It would probably be very beneficial and maybe allow
for avoidance of those sleepless nights.
I also personally believe that twenty

What ever happened to cake and ice cream in the back yard
at ten years old as your mind struggles to comprehend the
rules and concepts of pin the tale on the donkey? Instead
children today are looking at Salvador Dali paintings and
challenging the ideas of the Surrealist movement.
What ever happened to cake and ice
cream in the Back yard at ten years old as
your mind struggles to comprehend the
rules and concepts of pin the tale on the
donkey? Instead,childrentodayare looking at Salvador Dali paintings and chal-

four hours is not enough time in one day,
but since that isn't going to be changing
anytime soon, I've learned to accept the
fact that if we want to accomplish anything, things are bound to be hurried and
on the run.

Iliis Weeks Amazing Question Is...
What are you abk ":o uncover now
that your p^rente h=sve left?
-"-•(* r

David Mc'-'Tlar.d -i'/
John 1 awrcnce '97
James Mitchell '95
"The fact that we don't j*o
to school here anymore."

•'

,

Dana Fuller'97
"!\'v roommate's

Taylor C'ampitelli'97
Adam Barboika '98
'Skeletons in my closet.'

.

» J

1! *-» 4- f *

Jeff "Spieener" Smith'96
DaveSkaff'97
"Three feet of glass fun."

Rob Lovett'% & Ian Smith '95
Dave Dibble '96 & Jamie F.vans '97
"Our fly girls."

Laura R. '97 & Tav V. '97
& Cristy D. '97
"We're angel*; we have
nothing to hide."
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[p— What To Do

BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Announcements Editor

drastic at the time, but leaving the person
without medical care may have far greater
consequences.
We have all heard the stories, or
read in the newspaper about students at
other schools who choke on their own
vomit. As outside observers, we pass
judgment on the situation and wonder
why the person wasn't taken to the hospital. Of course, not everyone who gets
a little too drunk ends up in the hospital.

It is a scene almost everyone at Trinity has seen before. You arrive home for
the evening to find your friends gathered in the hallway talking in anxious
whispers because their friend is very
drunk.
The on-lookers are concerned and
are not quite sure what to do. The person

Should you call the infirmary, or are you over reacting?
Where is the line. These situations are in the gray area
and it is all based on individual judgment.
in question is throwing up in the bathroom, dizzy and pale. They can't seem to
even hold their heads up properly over
the toliet. Their color alone concerns you,
so you put them to bed, but they continue to throw up.
You and your friends, concerned,
discuss the situation in the hallway.
Should you call the infirmary, or are you
over reacting? Where is the line. These
situations are in the gray area and it is all
based on individual judgment.
The tension between the group of
friends can be detected by anyone who is
passing by in the hallway, and the night
seems never ending to those involved.
The classic remedy by Trinity students is
water, but that is no longer applicable in
the situation.
The people who stand outside the
situation are often able to deal with the
problem with more objectivity than those
who are close to the person in trouble.
Perhaps, however, the idea of calling the infirmary or Campus Safety seems

but it is a gray area. And for those of us
who have been in the situation, it is a
scary burden to bear.
The infirmary is equipped to deal
with this level of intoxication and there is
no need to be concerned about your
friends getting in trouble. Helen Dyar,
the Health and Education Coordinator
at the Health Center, stated "it is best to
call the infirmary, and depending on the
degree of intoxication we'll address what
should be done."
Your R. A. is also trained to deal with
these kinds of situations, and will probably call the medical office for assistance
to protect the person in question's safety.
The issue which medical offices and
infirmaries do not address is when a
friend becomes a burden to the group.
When their "fun" begins to be a problem
for you and your friends. It is a sensitive
issue.
On any college campus people are
not quick to judge whether or not their
friend has a problem, because almost

Silver Dollar Restaurant
586Zion Street
Phone: 527-3466
Monday-Thurs: 10 am-1 am
Friday-Sat: 10 am-2 am
Sunday: 11 am-1 am
2 poo! tables available

Trinity Students Welcome
Student Discounts

HEAITHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!
Up To $60.0® Compensation
if you suffer from stomach discomfort, pain, bloating or gas at least once a week
after eating you may be eligible to participate in a research study evaluating an
investigation'al medication for relief" This study is evaluating a natural substance
for alleviating these symptoms. Participants must be between 18 and 72 years of
3ge. This program requires a screening visit and one 5 hour visit.
Other restrictions apply.

CALL: 724-0590 or 1-800-234-4388
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Q
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HARTFORD CENTER FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH
Dedicated to the Advancement of Quality Medicine

every college student who drinks has
one or two bad nights.
No one wants to be a voice of doom
when everyone else is having a good
time. And it is seemingly easier to deny
that anyone around us has a problem,
because taking care of them and cleaning
up after them is a lot less complicated
than addressing the real issues.
That is until the person we care
about's life begins to interrupt our own
and their " drinking problem" becomes

our problem.
The unfortunate reality is that dealing with these kinds of issues is in a very
gray area.
Trinity students will probably always wonder whether ornot they should
call the infirmary or whether or not we
are over reacting. However, there are
people out there who are trained to help
cope with the situation, whether it be the
infirmary or someone to talk to at the
counseling center.

Top Twenty
Statements
Overheard During
1
Parents Weekend
20. Monday afternoon?! You promised you
were leaving Saturday!
19. How was the library last night?
18. Can you spare a few bucks?
17. I'll trade you parents.
16. This campus is SO clean, what were you
talking about?
15. Isn't the chapel service mandatory?
14, Dude, your mom can work a tap pretty
well.
13, Wow, this place has cracked down—
it says "ID Required/'
12. Whose underwear is that?
11. Yeah, I took my little sister to Pike.
10. Mom, Dad, take off the stupid pin.
9. i didn't think that books were that
expensive.
8. Your Mom is pretty hot What a MILF.
7. Of course I'll be studying after you go
back to the hotel room.
6. These must, be your roommate's
cigarettes, right?
5. Yeah, a lot of'people get drunk, I just
don't see the point
4. No, they're really students, they just
belong to the Fantasy Guild.
3. Why doyou have all the bags of parsley?
2. We didn't drink all of these; I'm justin
charge of recycling.
1. Dad, just park the car; they don't give
out REALtickets.
Written By: Ward & June Clever/
Cliff & Claire Huxtable,
Jim & Cindy Walsh,
Mike & Carol Brady,
.
Homer & Marge Simpson.
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The Denouement of Professor Arthur Feinsod's Twelve Year Pro);:

Exhibition Highlights Jonson And The Chicago Little Theater
BY PAUL J. SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

on the simplified stage and where it came
from," said Feinsod, "and I kept coming
up with the CLT and decided to investiFrom 1912-17, the Chicago Little gate it further."
Theater (CUT) established the model for
In Feinsod's research on the CLT, he
all proceeding little theaters which pro- kept seeing two recurring names:
duced poetic plays. For all but the first Maurice Browne, the CLT's director, and
four months of the CLT, Raymond Jonson Raymond Jonson, Browne's principle set
designed the simple sets that made the designer.
theater so well known.
"I found out through research at the
Associate Professor of Theater and University of Michigan that Jonson had
Dance Arthur Feinsod has organized an taught painting at the University of New
exhibition in conjunction with the Jonson Mexico," said Feinsod, "so in 19841 flew
Gallery at the University of New Mexico out to Albuquerque and was blown away
Art Museum to showcase Raymond by thebeauhfully preserved setdesigns."
Jonson's set designs.
"Tiska Blankenship (the associate
curator of the Jonson Gallery) was very
interested in my research and mentioned
wanting to do an exhibition exclusively
COURTESY JONSON GAUERY,
Raymond Jonson's set design for George Bernard Shaw's
of Jonson's set designs," said Feinsod.
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ART MUSEUM
"The
Philanderer"
at
the
Chicago
Little
Theater.
Once he completed his dissertation,
Feinsod began teaching at Trinity and designs and costumes, its greatest asset lery of the Austin Arts Center.
"It's a beautiful exhibition, and I'll
soon after received a contract to write is an exact replica of the CLT's stage
The Simple Stage. When he finished writ- design for Euripides's The Trojan Women, be really pleased to show it," said Feinsod,
ing this book, he senta copy back to Tiska which was one of the CLT's most well "I hope those in the theater community
received productions.
come to see it because Jonson is their
to thank her for her assistance.
"Tiska loved the book and reminded
"The cherry on top of this exhibition forbearer."
me about the exhibition," said Feinsod. is the model of Trojan Women," said
The Fine Arts Building, where the
During his sabbatical last spring, Feinsod, "the Goodwin Theater Fund CLT was, is still dedicated exclusively to
Feinsod finally returned to Albuquerque commissioned Michael Franklin-White the arts, though, the CLT's actual fourth
and began organizing the exhibition. He to make the model. The theater is so floor space is now a costume shop.
wrote the wall texts, the catalog, and simple that it was seen as a shrine, and
In the exhibition catalog, Feinsod
decided to bring it to Trinity.
Michael recreated it with outstanding said, "Maurice Browne founded his com"The exhibition opened in July at accuracy. It is of great historical impor- pany to present Poetry in the Theater,
Prof. Arthur Feinsod.
the University of New Mexico to great tance to see what the first little theater but Jonson led him toward a Poetry of
the Theater — and it is in that realm that
"Poetry of the Theater: Raymond reviews from The Albuquerque Journal and looked like."
Jonson and the Chicago Little Theater Crosswinds," said Feinsod, "Ed Garman,
The three-foot long stage model will the short-lived Chicago Little Theater
Years, 1912-17" is a deeply personal en- who has written the definitive book on be a gift to the Jonson Gallery's perma- provided a supreme model for other art
theaters to follow."
deavor for Dr. Feinsod. With a gestation Jonson, wrote me a letter in appreciation nent collection.
The opening reception will be on
period of almost twelve years, it qualifies of the exhibition catalog."
Feinsod is very excited about this
as a labor of love.
Although the majority of the exhibi- exhibition which runs from September September 29 from 5-7 p.m in the Wid"I was writing my Ph.D dissertation tion at Trinity consists of paintings of set 29, to November 6, in the Widener Gal- ener Gallery.

At the Still Point Probes Into
"The Shawshank Redemption" Depths of the Human Psyche
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Writer

Tim ftobhim and \ ! organ X'rrwnan in '"The bhawshaiik Redemptipn."
UYS'ORAMl'Rl'HY
Fhu msmht ami intt.ijuc pn>t jdi'il thru jgbcnil tlus film allows fhe
hi u hat prompt- Lo be J f rein 11 un- \.tiwei to v.-ilno;- flit* nvsnv ehareiinerotthi CJscai rate,'"lbs1 ShirttJiank leis that ft't-ide at bhcmsruinK A~
Redemption'' toll.- the lalo of -in un- Ami} wa-s once a prominent barker.
likely fiKTidt-liip betwuen two prison Iif isdblo to gain many »ii"U aiiuges 'ny
inir««itp«. who .Jie 'n for hie at a mau- providing financial mfo"TUtion to
mum-occunty p:ison in Maine The Ihiwtinploved at the prison includh'jn i1- hw^el) billed upon a shoi l storv ing the > uiifTKiLis warden and tht'heartby Stephen Kins; (found in th»- 1482 less guard captain. TK* twenty yeais
lOllcttion Dtfictetii Smwiiis ; and the he spends in prison sets the \ ii»wt!i<houoi and prune of his other IDJPS are .up foi a teitific suipnt-e ending that
demonstrates Ihe wonder ul the hulfftcn.it or throne
Tjm Robbins s?ta.r)r as. Andy man s-pint.
Some \ ie»PIS daimt'd that the
Diitres-ne, a man found guilty of murJounqhi'oidjlh'roiiiiWilL'1 As in previ- movie lost focus ,n jfs ".search tor
ous LviforTwrta?s m ''The Player" and truth and justice " One might conn'
"Short C lies", Robbins portrat s this, tor- out of the movie W)th at least seven
mented character by keeping usguess- different ideas about the meaning of
ingaslohtsguiltoi tnnoa*iict» thiough- the mov le. Still, the Shaw shank Reout HIP entiie film. And, as expected, demption proves, to bp the first real
Morgan Freeman as. Red gives, another hit of the autumn film. Reason For
torn fit performance as. his portra} al of those w"ho misled the fiee srroening
the man who knows e\urj thing and generously provided last Thursday
eveiyone in Sliawiiiank. The unlikely night a t Cineshidio, "The Slwwshank
and interesting friendship that ensues Redemption" premieres here in Hartpiovides. enough humor and drama to ford on October 7 and nationwide on
make this one of the best films at the October 14.
A'1-

The walls were completely black,
the sets were surprisingly simple and the
searing was intimate. As I entered the
tiny performance room in which At the
Still Point was to be performed, I was
overcome by my surroundings. The first
object to catch my attention was the presence of a young male actor on the stage.
He was sprawled out face down and
appeared to be sleeping.
The unorthodox technique of having an actor on stage before the play even
began led me to believe that this might
turn out to be a modern, interpretive
performance. I amhappy to report,however, that I was very much mistaken.
AttheStillPoint, directedby Trinity's
own Joshua Karter, is a creative, up front
discussion about love, death, human interaction: basically, all of the aspects of
life that remain mysteries to us all. The
story revolves around a handsome young
man named Billy (Douglas Carter) who
travels to New York to deliver the news
of his friend, Joey's (Peter Papadopoulos)
death. Billy's struggle revolves around
how he should deliver the news to Joey's
brother, Rod (Russell Berrigan) who he
has traveled to see.
Instead, he runs into Rod's fiancee,
Sarah (Clare Blackmer). Throughouttheir
interaction and conversation, Billy has
several flashbacks to his time with Joey
in Utah. Joey, it is discovered, died of
pneumonia which was precipitated by
the AIDS virus, after living with Billy for
several months. Joey was, in fact, homosexual although Billy's sexuality is not
determined. It was divulged that the
two were never lovers, nor did they ever
share any sexual experiences.
I bring this up not because sex was
the main issue of the play, but because it
was almost nonexistent. I felt At the Still
Point was such a refreshingpoint of view

because the issues of homosexuality and
AIDS (almost always synonymous) took
second place to the issues of love, the
appreciation of life, and the acceptance
of death.
The cast members performed superbly. I base this opinion of the fact that
each character was so believable. The
credit for this lies in the writer's ability to
sketch a realistic character, but more
importantly, in the actors ability to regulate their own emotions as well as their
physical presentation in order to make
the audience understand their feelings.
Many times throughout the performance
I found myself laughing at Rod's nervous facial expressions or tearingup over
Joey's sick, quaking voice.
Joshua Karter, who is Assistant Professor of Theater and Dance at Trinity,
undertook a challenging directorial assignment when he decided to direct At
the Still Point. The differences between a
large theater and a small, intimate one
were evident in this performance. The
placement in this setting is twice as important with a close audience. I purposely chose a seat where I assumed I
would not be able to see. My clever
techniques were quickly proven ineffectual.
There was not one instance throughout the play when I could not see all
actors who were present on stage, or
their facial expressions, or any other element that was being presented. It was
perhaps the setting that we were in which
allowed the audience to grasp the subtleties. This accuracy of direction is to
Professor Karter's credit. Without it,
much of the life of the play would be
removed, for much of its most touching
moments came in silence.
For all of you who brought your
parents to At the Still Point, I'm sure you
all had a wonderful time. For those of
you who did not, you surely missed out
on a truly enjoyable performance.
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Professor Gives Lecture At Wadsworth Atheneum
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

Parentless and otherwise
unadorned, Iwasoneof the few
students on the Wadsworth
Atheneum excursion offered
last Saturday for Parents' Weekend. The afternoon began with
a treacherous bus ride from
Austin Arts to the Atheneum,
made so difficult because of the
numbers of parental cars blocking our way as we made our
way out to Broad Street.
Fortunately, although I was
somewhat of an orphan on this
adventure, there were plenty of
parents minus their children on
the trip as well. I was in a sense
adopted by these kindly folk
and entered the Atheneum in a
fun-loving family spirit.
Upon arrival, we were
given time to wander before the
main event of the visit, a lecture
by Professor Alden Gordon of
the Fine Arts Department at
Trinity. Professor Gordon
opened his lecture with an insightful remark on the nature of
the crowd attending this particular Trinity-sponsored event.
Congratulating the crowd
for "knowing their priorities"
on a day when other options for
activities included the bigTrinity-Colby football game, Professor Gordon went on to describe some of the history of the
Wadsworth Atheneum, as well
as a little of the history of Trin-

ity itself.
Street in Hartford as a National
With a slide show includ- Historic Landmark by the feding photographs of some of the eral government.
Atheneum's most well known
As the former home of one
pieces of art, Professor "Gordon of the Atheneum's most promiexplained how the histories of nent directors, the Austin House
the Atheneum and Trinity are is recognized as an important
intertwined. The Atheneum, in part of the Atheneum's history.
its early stages, was not as fo- A small display, at the entrance
cused on art as it is today, but to the museum commemorates
was a library and natural history the Austin House and Chick
museum as well. Eventually, the Austin's achievements as direcAtheneum decided to concen- tor at the Atheneum.
trate mainly on artworks, as its
Dali's piece was one of the
collection of classic pieces grew. ^works that Gordon pointed out
, One of the most important for its popularity with visitors
contributors to the Wadsworth to the Atheneum. The crowd
Atheneum's success was A. gathering around the piece at
Everett Austin Jr., the president any given moment was yet anof the Atheneum from 1927 to other indication of this. The Hiles
1944 (also the founder of the Fine Gallery of 20th Century Art is in
Arts Department at Trinity)
fact a highly popular gallery in
Austin's "astute buying" itself; in addition to Dali's work
for the museum can be seen in a are Picasso's The Bather, Jean
pamphlet given to visitors at the Arp's Objects Placed on Three
start of the visit; the list of works Planes Like Writing, and Max
that were purchased by Austin Ernst's Europe after the Rain.
during his stint at the helm of the
Another focus of Professor
Atheneum include Goya's Gos- Gordon's lecture was the spesiping Women, Caravaggio's Ec- cific pieces that the museum is
stasy of St. Francis and Dali's Ap- best known for. Renoir's paintparition of Face and Fruit Dish on ing of Monetpainting in his garBeach. .
den is the one that Gordon deAlthough A. Everett (Chick) scribes as the most asked about
Austin specialized in seven- piece in the museum; Gordon
teenth-century baroque and sur- apologized to the audience that
realist works, his contributions the piece happened to be on loan
were by no means limited to this while we were there^ however,
genre. Austin's impact on the there were plenty more to be
whole Hartford community is seen.
proven by the designation of the
The Atheneum's deep roots
Austin House on Scarborough in the history of Hartford, and

Caravaggio's "Ecstasy of St. Francis"
American heritage in general,
are strong driving forces for the
museum. Opened in 1842, approximately 20 years after Trinity, the Atheneum is the oldest
American museum in continuous existence. It is indeed an
important part of Hartford's
past and present, and shares "
an old coexistence" with our
Trinity in its roots in the past.
After Professor Gordon
helped orient the audience
around the Atheneum, we were
left to our own devices until we
chose to catch the Trinity shuttle
home. Instead of tagging along
with my adopted families, I
tackled the museum solo and
found that is by far the best way
to go.
The Thomas Cole exhibition was probably the biggest
drawtomostoftheparticipants

COURTESY WADSWORTH
ATHENEUM

in the event, and to its credit, it
was impressive. The porcelain
collection and the Late Medieval
and Early Renaissance works in
Morgan Great Hall were also favorites of mine, but it is hard to
really play favorites in a museum
with collections as vast as this
one.
•
As Gordon claimed, the
Wadsworth Atheneum is one of
the greatest assets that Trinity
College has. For the mere purpose of seeing great works of art,
for visiting the Atheneum's library, or for student internship
opportunities, the Atheneum offers the Trinity community something that most of our peer colleges cannot. And, however irrelevant this point may be now,
the Parents' Day excursion was
free, so how could I possibly
have gone wrong?

GUS Makes Second Showing in TCAC's Saturday Series
I just guessed).
GUS, who are college folk
like ourselves, are students from
Trinity College's Activity Tufts University in Medford,
Council strikes again! The Sat- Mass. Their three-person group
urday Night Concert series con- was one less Saturday night, so
tinued this weekend with the the concert was composed of
second appearance on our cam- their two guitarists and vocalpus of the three-manband GUS, ists, Adam Gardner and Ryan
who were part of the same se- Miller. The bongo player, Brian
ries last year. This Parents' Rosenworcel, had some sort of
Weekend show was not really freak accident over the summer
attended in mass quantities, al- (he broke his arm) which renthough somebody's mother did dered him incapable of joining
put in an appearance (actually, the antics of his counterparts on
to be honest I don't know if it the Cave stage. As such, this relwas in fact someone's mother- egated him to the position of CD
she didn't look college-aged, so and mailing list promoter.
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

•party to

WELCOME (BACK)

ENGLISH MAJORS
(and all considering English as a major)
'-from near and farDrop by the department (115 Vernon)
4 til 5 PM for
fnnd and exotic

tales-

Thursday, September 29

The two-person band rallied in the face of such a loss, and
embarked on a hyperactive, jovial performance. These guys
were happy and frolicking, inviting conversation from the
crow<i (if it could be called that).
Ryan, the lead vocalist, was so

tar/vocalists is another similarity; the boys from GUS have
way more fun than Amy and
Emily probably do with their
music though. The sound was
more upbeat, and the energy
was higher, but I make the allusion anyway as my initial reac-

Vsfhen asked about their musical influences,
GUS (more specifically jokester Ryan Miller)
actually claimed that Lionel Richie was one
of the musical geniuses that spurred him
along to GUS-stardom.
involved with making relationships with the audience that he
often seemed to forget that he
was there to play and not to
socialize. You would hear of no
complaints from the crowd,
however; what GUS offered was
a musical performance mixed in
with a stand-up comedy routine during the interludes.
According to friends of the
band who 'traveled down to
Hartford to see them perform,
the missing bongos add a great
deal to the performance. Even
Trinity students who saw the
band last year recalled first the
bongo player. Understandably,
what we heard on Saturday was
not the true GUS sound. Nonetheless, their guitars were strong
and their spirits were high.
I hesitate to describe the
sound as similar to the Indigo
Girls, but that is what leaps to
mind at the moment. I hesitate
for two reasons: 1) Judgingfrom
their mocking renditions and refusals to play Indigo Girls requests, I don't think they are big
.fans and 2) I don't •want you to
get thewrongimpressionof their
sound.
The soul searching lyrics
often were there, the two gui-

tion.
Although they didn'thave
their new CD on hand (apparently someone screwed up in
the home office) it did not stop
them from promoting it at every given opportunity.
The production of the CD
last spring in Boston is the reason, as Ryan Miller claims, for
the three incompletes on his
grade reports at Tufts. "Let's
hear it for the letter T!", Miller
cried to the audience after their
opening song, "Incomplete,
yeah!"
Their antics only brought
us closer to them; they were
college
students
with
incompletes and frustrated parents to deal with, just like us.
The high point of the show for
most of us was when, in taking
requests from the audience,
someone suggested Lionel
Richie- and he actually played
some. I thought the few lines
that he did play from Richie's
"Hello" were pretty good, and

I was kind of hoping he'd play
the whole song. I'll have to wait
till the next Saturday Series
though; Miller cut off the sorig
after "let me start by saying...I
love you."

When asked about their
musical influences, GUS (more
specificallyjokester Ryan Miller)
actually claimed that Lionel
Richie was one of the musical
geniuses that spurred him along
to GUS-stardom.
The GUS performance was
a good time; although the songs
began to sound more and more
alike after the first ten, this may
be attributed to the fact that they
were missing a key part of their
group. And of course, as I mentioned before, the comedy act
was worth the trip.
For those of you familiar
with Boston nightlife at all, it
might be worth mentioning that
the Cave is not the most prominent of GUS' gigs (I know, its
hard to believe). They have also
played in the Paradise, T.T. the
Bears Place, and the Middle East,
to name a few. These are not
obscure, out of the way clubs in
the nooks and crannies of Boston, these places are kind of major in the music scene of
Beantown.
If you are kicking yourself
for having missed the performance, and for having missed
the cute guys in the band, be
assured that I am on their mailing list so you can come to me
and I will be your wealth of information on GUS.
According to the source who
gave me the scoop about the
bongo player and the differences
resulting from the lack of percussion, Ryan and Adam are
"available". In case you're wondering, that's not the only reason
I signed up for the mailing list.
They were definitely an enjoyable band, and clearly talented
enough to be going places, especially after they retrieve their
bongo-boy from the •woes of injury.
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McDavitt new Heisman Trophy Candidate after performance...

Senior
Profile...
One Win - Seven To Go

feet, the hold by Kirby was per- defense completely smothered territory forcing Colby into a
fect, and of course the kick from the White Mule's attack. Trinity fourth down and nine situation.
26 yards was perfect. "There held Colby to just 47 yards in the Mannering responded by
wasnodoubtinmyminditwas first half compared to Trinity's throwing a beautiful pass to rein," Rondini claims after he 205 yards. The Bantam second- ceiver, Matt Morrissey '95, in
kicked the ball splitting the up- ary blanketed Colby receivers, the back of the end zone. The
rights. Rondini was swarmed while Jon Golas '96, Rick Fonte point after made the score 14-7
by his teammates, the crowd was '95, Jono Lenzner '96, and Sean with 13:15 left to go.
berserk, and the Colby team was Hankard '95 harassed White
After a Trinity punt,
left with looks of astonishment Mule QB Matt Mannering '95. Colby received the ball and proand pain as they came so close Mannering had an atrocious first ceeded to take the lead with an
half, completing just 3 of 15 80 yard scoring drive that ate up
to an upset.
- On paper, Trinity was passes, being intercepted by five minutes of the clock, and
not supposed to face such a Greg "Tex" Schramm '95 and againfeatured twoclutchfourth
sturdy challenge from Colby. Ryan Hankard '96. .
down conversions. Free safety,
Whatever momentum Greg Schramm (one intercepThe Bantams, returning 16 starters from last season's unde- Trinity had in the first half tion), noted, "It was so frustratfeated squad, looked like they quickly disappeared in the sec- ing. They were able to come up
would have the game wrapped ond half of play. Both teams with something that whole
up as the first quarter ended. played a sloppy game; the two drive." In the second fourth
On Trinity's second possession, teams combined for 17 penal- down situation, the White Mules
the offense drove 70 yards
were faced with a 4th and 12
on seven plays for the first
from the Bantam 18 yard
score of the afternoon.
line. Mannering found
On the drive, Mikulski
Chris Fossella '95 for 16
(22-41-322 yards -1
yards setting up sophoINT-1 TD) found
more Lawaun Curry's
McDavitt for passes
two yard TD run. On
of 11 and 13 yards,
the brink of destiny,
and Kirby for a big
Colby went for the win
22 yard reception./
on the two-pdjint converOn the ground, the
sion. After a delay of game
Bantams had success
infraction placed the ball at the
with a reverse to
seven yard line instead of the
Maurer, who scamt i e s two, Colby knew it could open
pered for 14 yards down
for 155 things up with the conversion.
to the White Mule 6 yard
yards. Penal- As a result, the conversion
line. On first and goal,
ties though, were worked for the White Mules
Mikulski threw a screenpass
not the Bantams when Mannering found Tyler
to Kirby, who had five receponly problem as Rainey. With a one point lead
tions for 66 yards, for the
they turned the withl:041eft,itlookedlikeColby
touchdown. McDavitt conball over three would ruin Trinity's season in
verted the extra point and the
times in the sec- after only one game.
Bantams were up 7-0 with 8:31
ond half. Also,
Despite the circumleft in the first quarter.
the offensive stances, Mtkulski felt confident
line began to in the offense's ability to win.
Later in the quarter,
have trouble "It was definitely a shock, but
Trinity's potent offense
creating holes everyone was really confident.
struck again. After obtainfor the running Thatlast drive was just perfect,"
ingexceUentfieldpositionprobacks. Trinity said the senior QB. The last
vided by the defense, the Banrushers were drive was a great team effort
tams just needed 49 seconds to
five in the sec- and much credit belongs to the
getbackintheendzone. On the noteffecsecond play of the drive, ond half, while Mikulski and offensive line's protection. ExMikulski rolled out to his left his receivers cooled down a bit. plains McDavitt, "the offensive
On the other side of the line did a tremendous job. Tim
with terrific pass protection providedby the "RanchHogs," and field, the White Mules took ad- Hawke '95 for instance came off
hurled a 42 yard bomb across vantage of the Bantams slump, the bench for John Catalogna
the field to a streaking Maurer. getting themselves together and because he was hurt. He hadn't
The versatile tailback was back into the game. Ineffective been playingallday,buthe came
knocked out of bounds at the throughout the first half, Colby in for those important plays and
one yard line. On the next play, quarterback Mannering started did great. It was a team win."
Kirby took the hand-off and be- to get on track.
Trinity's next game is the
hind great blocking from Josh
Colby finally got on the "BigOne" in Williams.town,MA
Newsome '95 and John Scoreboard early in the fourth against Williams. After the efCatalogna '95, ran into the quarter. The White Mules went . .fort against Colby, be sure to
endzone. McDavitt converted on an 88 yard scoring drive look for the Bantams to play
the extra point and it was 14-0 which featured a huge catch and much better, holding up to their
Bantams, and everyone was run by tight end, Brett Nardini #1 ranking in New England, as
sensing a blowout.
'96, accounting for 44 yards. they face their traditional nemMeanwhile, the Bantam Trinity's defense held up in its esis.
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Senior co-captain Lea Wedge anchors the defense.
BYJONMASSEY
needed."
Coach Pine has nothing
Sports Writer
but great tilings to say about
Every few years, Trinity is Wedge. "I'm impressed by
blessed with a superb athlete Lea's natural athleticism and
who is asked to lead one of its versatility. Very rarely, does a
sports teams. The women's player come along who can
soccer team is lucky to have tend goal and command the
such an athlete in Lea Wedge. field,"
The senior from Arlington,
It is no secret to fellow coMassachusetts is a co-captain captainMargotMoses '95 why
who anchors the defense at the Wedge is so good. "She is an
sweeper position.
outs tandingplayer who works
When Wedge first set foot her butt off, and will do everyon. the Trinity campus she "fell thing in her power to get that
in love with it,", and decided ballbeforeit gets to the back of
begin a four year relationship the net." Moses was also quick
that has benefited her and the to point out that Lea gets along
surrounding community. well with everyone and is truly
Wedge, a Sociology-major, has a great playmaker. One rana desire to teach once she dom spectator at Saturday's
graduates, though she does not game referred to her foot as a
think teaching will be her final "cannon."
calling.
While most of us were
So how did Lea Wedge sitting around this summer
become the great soccer player fretting about having to go
we all know today? In second back to school, Wedge was
grade she began playing soc- playing two games a week and
cer, not for a curiosity of the running every other day pregame, because a friend of hers paring for her senior season.
broke her arm while playing Wedge could not wait to get
soccer. Lea thought that was back to her team and give her
pretty cool and was hoping she best effort for her last season.
too could break a limb and get
A completely unselfish
a cast. Unfortsmatelv, Wedge player, Wedge has just been
did not tici io wcvi a east, but happy to be a part of a team
she did htirin lo e\rel dl the chat has given her more than
sL>ort. \Vjih pratiiiT. and conshe could imagine. As an in-L-.!!ii -rtippoii iinm her family
coming freshmen, WTedge was
anri tiicndb, Wiiii^o ha-= develable
to integrate into the school
oped intoti fo;rnidjbleioilege
well
through the help of her
pl.ivei. (."".iirenik, at the posiupper
class teammates.
tion ol sv, ceper KILk, \\ oiigeis
the List line of ilefpnv? (or the Through the years she has
developed some yjcat reinivoTien's team.
' k i n s h i p s w i t h h e r IcnHIT]••>•>te1Wedge mo\ ed tn sweeper bolh on and olf I he field. \.
back last \i\ir, .lfler playinji truly honest and humble perpialic her freshmen \Viir and son, Wedge I'XC lainied, "1
just about c\ pry other posiliun would not have made it withher sophontiirc vear. Com- out the help and friendship of
menting on her position. Margot Moses and the rest of
Wed gesaid, "II ike the sweeper my teammates and eoaihes."
position, bec.iusi! it allows me
Trinity is blessed to hav«
to be more; in charge of the an individual who not only
game like a field general."
devotes her energies to her
Coarh Maureen I'ine. agreud,
athletic and academic obliga"[j'a belongs in that po-^ilior
because 'she has tlic enthusi- tions, but who make«. time to
asm and knowledge thai is> cherish the relationships that
liave developed over Iheyears.

WE MISSED THEM
SPRING WEEKEND
WE GOT
SEPTEMBER 30!!!!
Washington Room
9:00pm

ALT.BEV
ID REQUIRED

Tickets On Sale Mon.
Sept. 26 in Mather
$5 Advance
$7 At The Door
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Simply Dazzling:
Volleyball Hays
On Next Level
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Call the Cops...

Guild's Leg Declared Lethal Weapon
continued'from page 20
Benagh Richardson '95, Sue
shot went jusVwide of the va- Church '97, and Wedge were
cated net.
instrumental in preserving the
In the fourteenth minute, Bantam lead, as they constantly
however, the Bantams capital- forced Bates' attackers to the
ized on Daley's shakiness. Se- outside.
nior co-captain Lea Wedge
The Bobcats outshot Trindrilled a penalty kick from just ity in regulation 33-18, but it
outside'of the center circle that looked as if the belligerent BanDaley tried to catch, but bobbled tam defense would be able to
and dropped in front of the goal. stop the dam from bursting. But
Guild was in the right spot at the with 9:47 left in the match, Bates
right time and knocked the re- forward Lindsey Anderson
bound into the net for a 1-0 Trin- came up with a loose ball in a
flurry in front of the net and
ity lead.
Nine minutes later, the Bob- sidestepped it in to tie the game
cats sloppy goal tending at two and force overtime. "I
haunted them again. Daley should have come out and been
fumbled an easy chance, allow- more aggressive," explained
ing Jennifer Martinelli '98 to get Lally, who made 22 saves in
off two quick shots. Both shots regulation, 28 in the game. "I
were stuffed, but the result was had my body weight going right
a corner kick for Trinity. Guild and the ball went to the other
then lofted a high arching shot side, so there was nothing I could
that went over the crowd in front do. (Anderson) just turned
of the "goal and curved around around in a crowd, and it was
the post into the net for her sec- there for her to knock in."
ond goal of the game and a 2-0
The Bantams started the
Trinity lead. For the fleet-footed week in a slightly less dramatic
sophomore, it was her third goal fashion than they ended it, but it
of the season, along with one had the same result. Trinity beat

Ten minutes later Trinity's
secret weapon, Guild's right
foot, crushed an indirect kick
from well outside the penalty
box, high over the arms of the
outstretched goalie. The score
gave the Bantams a 2-1 lead at
halfrjme,but, like Saturday, they
ended up playing the majority
of the second half in their own
end, with Connecticut College
on the offensive. Lally, again,
was phenomenal in goal, making 12 saves, and was supported
byexcellentdefensivework. Jen
Rogers '96 was swarming
around the ball, refusing to let
the Camels get off an easy shot,
and Wedge, Menoyo, and
Richardson proved impenetrable as the last line of defense.
Trinity's lack of offensive
aggression in the second half
was partly by design, however.
"We were definitely more defensive toward the end of the
game," explained Pine. "We
tried to fit into a shell by pulling
our forwards back. Consequently, Conn, did not have a

"We are very pleased with the way we played in our first three games
against three tough opponents."
-Coach Maureen Pine

KATHCRINE MITCHELL

Women's Volleyball blocking its way to victory.
showed they were hack on
HYCKAIGMOODY
Sports Writer
track eu?n with the absences
of Kupn and C oach Peek! The
1 lie Trinity women's vcil- first game was won 13-9based
Icyball team displayed versa- primarily on a solid led in eftility in a weuk in which they fort.
won two matches out nf the
Tn the second and third
three they played. In their games, stars began emerging.
HrsLmateh, the Bantams faced r lardin Ri rton '96 (8 kill?,), who
n powerful Wesieyan squad. was rilling in for K.upa,
'1 rinity look the Cardinals to emerged during the second
tht'limit,goingloadded points, game. Barton's overall play in
in the first two panics, but hell the match was a big li tt tor the
hhorl. 1 )own tw o games, Tri n- Bantams. Adding to this fine
ily bounced buck to Inke the pl-iy was the. steady effort by
third by a J5-5 margin. Alissa Pavone '97, who was
Weslej an proved to be a little stellar with Jl kills, file sectoo powerful in the fourth ond game finished quickly as
game, edging Ihc Ban lams 15- *.he Riiiiiani's dominated in
i 1. Although tin1 Hantatnslost, route lo a 1S-2 decision.
they proved that they could
Throughout the entire
compete with some ol the mnfch and particularly in the
tougher competition in the finai gamo, Marit/A LJbides'l)7,
league..
the Bantams' "do everything
On Saturday, the Ban lams player" netted 14 served
hosled a double header with points and 24 assists, libides
St.Joseph'sCollegeand Daniel seemed to be in the rightplace
Webster. This Parents Week- at the right lime, as she was
end affair brought about s>ome influential in obtaining the
uncxpected twists. The Ban- important dig* or setting up
tams found out they would be her teammates for the kill.
without captain Stephanie Against St. Joseph's, the
Kupa '96 and Iheir new coach, source of many of these kills
Karen Peck. The .sudden was the talented freshmen
change resulted in astiistant Natalie Karas. The final
Altyscm Reynolds taking the Scoreboard read identical to
reigns as. Lead coai h. To add tha t af le r the second game, 15to all this mayhem, visiting 2.
Daniel Webster was unable to
This solid victory over St.
make the trip. The forfeit gave Joe's establishes that l'rinity is
Trinity the first of two victo- vastly improving with each
ries they would accumulate new match on the schedule.
on the day. The other viclory With the play thai was eviwould i nine al f he expense of dent against Wesleyan and St.
Si. Joseph's.
Joseph's, thcTrinily women's
What was displayed in volleyball learn isproving they
Oosting Gym Saturday af'er- CAV t>lay with the best, nnd are
noon was complete domi- cortainlv showing tnbt1 muih
nance. Thisdelermined squad imprmf*] over la-it season.

assist after compiling four of
each last year.
While Trinity thoroughly
outplayed Bates in the first half,
the' second half was the game's
antithesis. Bates came out extremely aggressive and used
their finesse passing and timing
patterns to tie the game. They
got on the Scoreboard lightning
quick, as 2 1/2 minutes after
intermission Bobcat forward
Breck Smith rocketed a shot from
just inside the penalty box that
froze Bantam goalie Sue Lally
'96 and beat her high, cutting
Trinity's lead to 2-1.
Bates stepped up the pressure after that, and Trinity became defensive, allowing the
majority of the half to be played
on their end. The defensive
efforts of Sarah Menoyo '95,

a solid ConnecticutCollege team lot of good shots on goal. Hon2-1 on Wednesday in a game estly though, we could have
that marked the 50th career win been up six goals in the first half.
at the school for coach Pine. In We had a little trouble finishing,
this one, Trinity had to come but we did an excellent job of
from behind early and then with- creating opportunities. Still, we
stand a furious Camel rally at are very pleased with the way
the end to gain their second win we played in our first three
of the season.
games against three tough opDown 1-0 in the thirtieth ponents."
minute, Guild boomed a corner
This week, Trinity will face
kick that ricocheted off Wedge Nichols at home on Wednesright to Martinelli in a crowd, day. The non-league opponent
who tapped the ball in an open willbe welcome, as the Bantams
net. "Everyone was in front of' have played three consecutive
the goal - it was very hectic" games against teams ranked in
said Martinelli, after netting her the top 10 in the ISAA New Enfirst collegiate score. "Allison gland Division III poll.
just crossed it over, and it came
Trinity will then travel up
down to whoever could get their to Williams on Saturday for an
feet on the ball first. I honestly early seasonshowdown with the
couldn't see a thing, and was traditional NESCAC powerjust hoping to hit a corner."
house Ephs.

URGENT
FEMALE IDP STUDENT WITH
CEREBRAL PALSY
SEEKING HOME HEALTH CARE
Own Transportation
(in WethersfLeld)
Tuesday/Thursday Evenings
and Sunday Mornings
(Negotiable)
(Three 2 hour visits @ $10,00 hr. = $60.00 wk.)

MUST ARRANGE by October 1994
Contact IDP office x2150 - Marilyn
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Ground Strokes Force Tennis Opponents To Run For Cover
BY HZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

set, winning 6-4. However, she
finished her opponent off 6-3 in
the second set. All the other
This past week was a great matches were won handily.
one for the Trinity women's tenSpirits were high after their
nis team. With the season open- first match win and it showed in
ing loss to powerful Amherst their Parents weekend meeting
out of their minds, the team with Wellesley. It was great to
stormed on to the court to meet see such high interest in the
their next opponent Connecti- match's outcome. Students and
cut College.
parents gathered as the match
After cleaning up their started up at 11:00 am. The supground strokes and net play in port really helped the team, as it
practice, they were ready to take finished with a 6-3 victory. Afon Camels in their first home ter winning 9-0 last season over
match of 1994. The team's match Wellesley, Trinity knew that
play improved immensely from they would face a better
Wellesley team this year.
Doubles started off on the
front courts and proved to be a
big attention grabber. The team
of Chick/Nelson pulled out a
hard fought win. The score flipflopped all the way and had to
be decided in a tie-breaker.
the previous week as they Chick and Nelson looked a bit
crushed theCamels 9-0. The win tight and worried, but then the
was due to terrific team spirit sun came out. With pep talks
and effort in both singles and
doubles play. The Bantam's
ground strokes were consis•Trinity Tennis
tently deep which resulted in
more chances to come into net
lrinitv
(•>
and finish off points. The team's
VVVIIi-sii-v
3
volley practice really showed in
the doubles matches. Number
one, Anne Chick '96 /Holly from Coach Wendy Bartlett and
Nelson '96, number two Kate some encouragement from the
Reifenheiser '97 / Carrie crowd, Chick/Nelson were able
Birgbauer '97, andnumber three to stick to their game and win 9Amy Bingaman '98 / Abiah 8.
Folger '98, all won their eight
Team two, Reifenheiser
game pro-setsby an 8-4 margin. and Folger, had a tough day.
The team sent Conn packing Just when they thought they
with only one set under their were goingto break ahead,some
belt received when Bingaman big Wellesley shots swept by
split sets,but ended up with the them. They lost in a close one 9win 6-0,0-6,6-2. The only other 7. The duo plans to work on
close match of the day was in getting up to net and dosing it
number six singles when Folger faster in their next practice. The
got abit of a challenge in the first Freshman duo Bingaman and

ALICE YAMADA

Senior Julia Rising warms up before last Saturday's match against Wellesley
Folger earned their second win ated with steady strokes and 6-0.
of the season with an 8-6 deci- brilliantpasses. Many eyes were
After being a bit down after
sion. When asked about her glued on Chick as she tried to her doubles loss, Birgbauer redoubles game, Amy replied, fight her way into a third set, but ally showed her s tuff in the num"Yes, Abiah and I are getting to it was not her day in singles. She ber five position as she painted
know each other. Since we are lost 6-4, 7-5. Nelson also had a lines on all sides, winning 6-1.
new partners, every time we go very stressful day at the office, Folger played well at six, knockout on the court together our but she ended up victorious. ing off her opponent 6-0 and 6-2.
confidence grows and we feel Nelson's second set went into a
Coach Bartlett summed up
more comfortable playing to- tie-breaker, like in her doubles the days events noting, "This
gether." Coach Bartlett was ex- match, and she won 6-2, 7-6. was quite a close and exciting
tremely happy to be ahead go- Nelson's match was one of the match with long points, games,
ing into the singles matches, last ones to finish off the after- and sets. It was great how we
"The Doubles matches were noon, so it assured Trinity a pulled out of this close one and
very close, but it was really im- win.
we will keep getting tougher
portant for such a close match,
For the second match in a and tougher. On Monday we
and such a good team like row as number three, Bingaman will regroup and work on indiWellesley to get off two a win- split sets and came out victori- vidual difficulties that came up
ning start which we did going ous 4-6,6-3,6-2. This freshman in this past week's matches and
into singles up 2-1."
out of Riverside, Connecticut get ready for UConn."
The women continue their
After a qukkbreaktheplay- can really hit the ball.
ers took to the courts for singles Bingaman's impressive steady season at home vs. Division I
competition. The Bantams ground strokes get her out of UConn Tuesday the27that3:00.
needed to win three out of the many sticky situations. Unfor- On Saturday, the team will travel
six singles matches to insure a tunately forth singles player, to Williams and take on the
win. For a while, it looked to be -Reifenheiser,could not share in Purple Cows to close out the
a tall order as Wellesley retali- the jubilation today losing 6-1, week.

From Forward To Goalie, Top to Bottom, Field Hockey Dominates
continued from page 20

powerful as it deflected off of
the goalie, over her head and
rolled in down her back. Even
with a commanding 2-0 lead,
the Bantams still were not done.
Senior co-captain Monica Iacono
scored with thirteen minutes left
after some good passing opened
up a good scoring opportunity.
Receiving the ball close to the
goal, Iacono shot quickly and
made the score 3-0 in favor of
the Bantams. A few minutes
later, Norland scored the final
goal with after relentless pursuit in front of the net. After a
mediorce offensive outputin the
previous game against Spring-

field, the Bantam's offense really came alive against the
Lyons.
On Saturday, Trinity hosted
the Bates Bobcats on a muggy
and muddy September morning. Goals were a scarce commodity as the balls kept getting
stuck in the wet grass. Both
teams had to change their styles
due to the slow field conditions.
Coach Robin Sheppard continually stressed that the players
follow their shots because the
turf was so slow. Sheppard's
coaching hit the jackpot as
Norland scored off an assist from
Waldman with seventeen minutes remaining in the first half.

Norland's goal proved to the
only goal of the game as the
Bantams won 1-0. Senior goalkeeper Alisha Waymanhad another fantastic game as she made
15 saves for her second shutout
of the week.
After the Bates match, the
junior varsity team took on a
club team from Boston College.
AshleighBischoff '98 started the
scoring for the Bantams scoring
early in the first half. Later in
the first half, Ali Blicharz '97
made it 2-0 after a flurry of five
or six shots on the goalkeeper
resulted in a goal. Boston College battled back in the second
half and scored with eight sec-

onds left to win the game. Despite the loss, Coach Sheppard
was pleased with the jv team's
performance and looked at the
game as a learning experience
for the younger players. Trinity

will spend the next week getting tested on the road as they
travel to Amherst on Wednesday at 4:00 pm and then take on
Williams in Williamstown, MA
on Saturday at 11:00 am.

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-6G00
HOURS
Mon-Thtirs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

939 Maple Avenue
Hartford, CT 06114
Junior Heather Morgan takes a free hit from just outside the circle in a gam.
against Mount Holyoke this past Thursday.

SERVING HARTFORD
FOR 56 YEARS
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Scoring Opportunities Abound...

Literary Writers Have A Field Day With Soccer
BY GEOFF GRANDE AND
MARKMENTONE
Sports Writers
"It was the best of times; it was
the worst of times."

- Charles Dickens
If you didn't know any better, you might have thought
Dickens watched the Trinity
Men's Soccer Team play its two
games last week. The Bantams
split their contests with Nichols
College fromMassachusetts and
Bates College of Maine, leaving
them, with an early-season
record of 2-2.
Trinity outclassed an inexperienced Nichols squad last
Tuesday with constant pressure
from the opening minutes, providing for itself numerous scoring opportunities.
After eighteen minutes of
midfield dominance, Trinity
was able to convert, as forward
Greg Cartin '96 stole the ball in
the midfield and beat freshman
keeper James Murphy with a
30-yard shot. Cartin's first goal
of the season gave Trinity an
early 1-0 lead.
Twelve minutes later, following a few scoring opportunities, tri-captain Matt Warner's
'95 high out-swerving cross
found thehead of left-midfielder
Kevin Kane '96. With a great
vertical leap, Kane headed the
ball down over the shoulder of
the frozen Murphy. "Matt
Warner did it all," Kane commented about his goal. "It was
a perfect cross; all I had to do
was make sure I didn't send it
over the net."
Even with a 2-0 lead, the
Bantams were just getting
wanned up. It took just four
more minutes for Trinity to extend its lead as forward Sean
McEUigott'96beatMurphywith
a blast to the far post.
Nichols, down three goals
at halftime, didn't take a shot in
the first half. In fact, they rarely
got the ball out of their end.
Untested in the first half,
Bantam keeper P.J. Louis '96 was
given the rest of the afternoon
off. The second half was like the
first as Trinity kept up their offensive pressure, making life
easy for the new goalkeeper Josh
Boras '95.
In the second half, it only
took nine minutes for the
Bantam's to strike again. Right

fullback Neil Zoltowski '96 onetouched a low cross from Kane
into the right side of the net. For
"Z", it was the first goal of his
Trinity career.
In the sixty-third minute of
play, another Bantam was able
to find the back of the net for his
first collegiate goal. Midfielder "
Marc Salafia '97 one-touched a
pass from Chris Lui '97 past
Murphy for Trinity's fifth tally
of the contest. After bearing his
defender on the left side of the
field, Frank Taylor '97 sent a
cross to Lui, who found Salafia
waiting at the far post.
Trinity capped the scoring
in the eighty-third minute, as
McElligott notched his second
goal of the game. "Ian [Stone
'98] split the defenders with a
perfect through ball," said
McElligott. "Rocket" received
the pass on the left side of the
goal, took two touches, and sent
a shot inside the far right post.
For the game, Trinity
outshot the Bisons 24-5. Borus
was credited with three saves.
"It was good to spread out
the scoring," said McElligott after the game. "We had six goals
scored by five different guys that's good for our confidence."
On Saturday of Parents'
Weekend, the large crowd in
attendance appeared to give the
Bantams even more confidence,
as they opened their game
against Bates College with perhaps their best fifteen minutes
of the season thus far. Under
cloudy skies and over a wetplaying surface. Trinity used several
long-balls andconstantpressure ,
to dominate the opening minutes.
In the ninth minute, Cartifi;
played a give-and-go with Lui,
but his shot from the right side
of the penalty box was deflected
wide. On the ensuing corner
kick from Warner, the ball was
flicked backwards to Pat Bruno
'95 off the head of Kane. Bruno
calmly put a header past Bates
keeper Mike Marshinto the right
side of the net. Bruno's second
goal of the season gave Trinity
an early 1-0 lead.
After the goal, however, the
Bantam dominance slowly began to fade. Bates was able to
break through Trinity's defense
for several good scoring chances,
but two great saves by Louis
kept the Bobcats off the
Scoreboard. Bates midfielder

f !

fa1*
r

KATHERINE MITCHELL
Tri-captain Pat Bruno '95 sprouts a new set of legs, making him an instant
candidate for the Olympic team.
Breck Taber's thirty-five-yard
After another eight min- headers by Taylor and
shot from the left side was de- utes, though, Bates' offensive McElligott, the latter coming
flected over the crossbar by pressure would net some results. with just twelve ticks remaining
Louis in the nineteenth minute. •A well-placed McGee shot off a on the clock, could not produce
Just two minutes later, Louis rebound found the lower left a goal. Bates escaped with a 2-1
came out and smothered a bad corner of the net. With this go- victory, again dropping the Banangle shot by Bobcat forward ahead goal in the sixty-eighth tams to .500.
Jason Perkins. When a twenty- minute, Bates appeared to have
The Bantams are in the
seventh minute Bates free kick taken control of the game.
midst of what could be their
failed to produce a goal, Trinity
But the Bantams would not toughest stretch of games of the
continued to hold its narrow die. With 15:54 remaining in season. They hit the road this
lead.
regulation, tri-captain Brian week, facing Connecticut ColWith 5:20 remaining in the Gendron '95 fed Taylor with a lege Wednesday afternoon and
first half, an indirect kick from breakaway through ball. Williams on Saturday morning.
Taber, taken near midfield, Taylor's right-footed shot from Trinity won'tplayanother home
found the head of teammate Dan the left side of the goal missed game until October 5, when they
face the Lord Jeffs of Amherst
McGee, and eventually the back the far'right post by inches.
of the net. "The kick curved into
Gendron set up another College at3:30 PM. "Thesenext
the box, [McGee] won the chance in the eighty-fifth few games are going to be imheader, and flicked it over me," minute, finding Cartin, whose portant," said tri-captain Bruno.
"We can't go into a shell and let
said Louis about the game-ty- shot missed to the left.
ing goal. "I was disappointed
Then, in the final minute, the season go down the drain."
that they leveled the score."
With the score tied, the first
half ended. The second half saw
Louis' bad luck continue, as he
injured his left ankle in the opening minutes. "On a goal kick, I
planted my left foot in the mud,
and the ankle turned right over,"
he explained. Fortunately for
Louis, midfield play controlled
the next fifteen minutes.
In the fifty-eighth minute, a
shot from Bobcat forward Matt
Ferrigno sailed just wide of the
right post. Two minutes later,
Ferrigno's twenty-yard shot off
a poorly-cleared ball again narrowly missed the back of the
net, this time going over the
crossbar.

for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

3.7S GPA and up=$l,500 Scholarship
3.50 GPA and up=$l,000 Scholarship
Study abroad grants based on need also available.

All Trinity College Students
are cordially invited
to meet with
Lee Carol Cook,
Director of Admissions
at
The Georgetown
University Law Center

to discuss law school
admissions
Wednesday, October 5, 1994
From 4:30 P.M to 5:45 PM
In the Washington Room of
the Mather Campus Center

Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites In
Florence, Italy
London, England
Harare, Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain
Strasbourg, France
SU credit • Reid trips/Traveling seminars • Internships • Study for a semester, year or summer
Courses taught in English and in host country language

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD • 119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 132444170

i-800-235-3472 • 315-443-3471
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College View Cafe Scoreboard
Schedules
Tuesday 9/27
Tennis vs. UCONN
3:oo
W o m e n ' s Volleyball vs. SMITH 7:00
Wednesday 9/28
W o m e n ' s Soccer vs. NICHOLS
M e n ' s Soccer at Conn. College
Field H o c k e y at Amherst

3:30
3:30
4:00

Saturday 10/1
Volleyball at R. I. Tourney
Cross C o u n t r y at Franklin Park
W o m e n ' s Soccer at Williams
Field H o c k e y w / j v at Williams
Tennis w / j v at Williams
M e n ' s Soccer at Williams
Golf at NESCAC/Middlebury
Football at Williams

9:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
12:30
1:00
1:30

Sunday 10/2
Golf at NESCAC/Middlebury
C r e w at Lowell, MA

1:00

The Extra Point
BYALCARBONE
"Great loams win even when they don't play great." This diche has be-on said Lime and
time again by sporlswriters, broadcasters, and analysts. In order for one lo say this about your
learn, you had lo be a great team.
Last year, you could definitely say that the 1993 Trinity football learn wai a great team.
With 16 returning starters and eight legitimate All-Amt1 riran players, the 11>LH Trinity squad
can be. identified as a possible "great" team.
b'ven though Colby College came to Hartford and surprised some folks by coming 1
minute away from a major upset, they slill left for Wale.rvil le, Maine with a record of 0-1 - What
happened? All Ihc While Mule defense had to do was stop the Bantam offense one last time,
just one last time ....
On a day where excitement was spread throughout Trinity's various athletic fields as the
women's soccer and fit-Id hockey teams won hard-fought matches, the culminating moment
of the afternoon was? a 26 yard field goal by R.J. Rondini '95 with four seconds left. Rondini's
field goal not only gave the Bantams a 17-15 victory, buta chance to stay atop the New England
Division 111 rankings and hope for a second consecutive undefeated season.
Why did Trinity win? Was it luck? No, Trinity won because of Ihey have lalenlcd and
experienced athletes. When Colby scored and wont ahead 15-14 with 1.04 remaining, it did not
look like the Bantams could win the game.
However, in 57 seconds, the Trinity offense, led by quarterback Steve Mikulski, finally
showed its greatness making Colby's defense look like Swiss cheese. Mikulski's aerial assault
in the last m intite could be compared to a general lead ing his troops to battle. As he marched
down the field he connected with fellow seniors Tom McDavittand Shaun Kirby to put them
within striking distance. After a time-out, Rondini took over and blasted a field goal splitting
the uprights for the victory.
Was Ihe game-as pretly as the last series? Probably not, but a win is a win. Great teams
win even when Ihey don't play great.
Thjs week is Williams week. An opportunity to prove that greatness can Jast longer than
57 seconds. See vou in Williafnstown!

3ti)lete*

Wttk

This week the Sports Editors have decided to award three Athletes ofthe Week because it would be
unfair to only.single out one athlete on a week where all three ase so deserving.

lALYSON GUILD '97 I ALISHA WAYMAN ' § 5 | R. J. RONDINI '95
Guild, a sophomore forward
Ifrom Rocky Hill, CT, was instruImental in helping the women's
•soccer team remain undefeated.
JGuild scored three goals during
Ithe week including two in the
•overtime win against Bates.

Wayman, a senior goalkeeper
Rondini, a senior placekicker j
from Wilmington, Delaware, posted I from Shelton, CT> saved the Bantwo shutouts this past week as the tams from defeat as he kicked a 26
Bantams defeated Mt. Holyoke and yard field goal with four seconds j
Bates. Wayman was incredible be- [left. Rondini's field goal helped!
tween the pipes, stopping 28 shots in the Bantams win 17-15 and set up I
a showdown next Saturday with j
the two victories.
Williams.

College #ieto Cafe
Come down to the College View
for lunch or dinner.

View Specials:
NEW!

Sundays, $3.50* pitchers,
9 til closing with this ad.

Tuesday is $3.50* pitcher night.
*=Mil's Best.

TRIPOD

SPORTS

Mikulski leads Bantams downiield in 0:57 seconds to set up field goal...

Rondini FG Kicks White Mules Back to Waterville
BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

There were only 57 seconds left on the clock when
Trinity's offense took the field
on what had become a horrible
nightmare. Down 15-14 to the
Colby White Mules in front of a
jam-packed crowd on Parent's
Weekend, the Bantam's hopes
of a second consecutive undefeated season and NESCAC title
were quickly fading. Trinity's
offense and special teams rose
to the occasion, marching 49
yards down the field to set up
kicker, R.J. Rondini's '95 first
ever game winning field goal
with just 4 ticks of the clock remaining.
With less than a minute
left in the game this is what transpired: after a shortkickoff, Scott
Maurer '96 returned the ball to
Trinity's own 42 yard line. On
first and ten, Bantam quarterback, Steve Mikulski '95, found
Tom McDavitt '95 over the
middle for a 15 yard gain; 50
seconds remained. After Trinity used their first time out,
Mikulski again connected with
McDavitt for gains of 9 yards
and 12 yards, taking the Bantams down to the Colby 22 yard

Scott Maurer '96 gets tripped by a Colby defender.
line with 27 seconds left and but somehow dragged a Colby
defenseman (with the help of a
only one time-out remaining.
Mikulski then dropped pushing McDavitt) five yards to
back to pass, and under heavy get out of bounds and stop the
pressure, dumped the ball out clock. The Bantams were now
to co-captain Shaun Kirby '95 in 18 yards away from the White
the flat. Kirby was not in a good Mule's goal line with just 24 secposition to get out of bounds, onds remaining. In what could
have been a costly mistake, Trin-

Terfection' Is Still
The Word In Soccer

BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer

On a Parents Weekend
where fheTrinify foo&all team
was busy providing some last

mirtute heroics, it was a Bantam
soccer team's performance that
sewed as a precursor of things
to come.% The
.
women's
„ soccer
squad helped Mtiate the rrmmphartt sports weekend on cam-

pus with a 3-2 overtime thriller
against the sixth tanked Bates
Bobcats, and in the process
raised their record to 3-0 oti the
season.
Senior co-captain Margot
Moses was the hero (one of
them, anyway), as she booted
Site game winner three minutes
into the second overtime period, thus salvaging the game
after Trinity had blown a 2-0
Iralftinte lead. Moses took a
pass In the upper left corner of
thepertaltyboxfromSamantria
Desmarais '97, and drilled the
ball into the opposite comer
past the diving goalie, and the
res! was aitidcmit. "Hie ball
ramo «rf the ie.!i wing," Moses
explained, "(jen) Marlinclli had
it .ind it ricorhi-lrd ntf a defender to Hair-, who passed il lo
me." Jus! llkt<CYMC'LI Pitiedrew
it up. "AnyWily," Mid

"It feels pretly damn good tube
3-11."

AUCEVAHADA

decidtngTfffa.iete to s e n d fl»e baB.

P.irly on, it looked as if
Muses.' heroics would noL b<
noc«*iiry. The ltanlams dominated the firsi half, being ngjirehbh e on defence and opporhmislii1 on often1*-. Five minutes 'into the game, Jen
Sumei'gradu 'SJ71 aughl up to A
long belli dumped in the penalty box by Forward Alyson
Guild '97. Snnieryi.uk- won a
race to Lhe ball against I5ates>'
goalie. Kristen Daley, who was
hesitant in roming out,but her
Please tnm in paqc lf>.

KATHER1NE MITCHELL

ity committed a delay of game
penalty pushing the Bantams
five yards further away from
paydirt.
After an incomplete
pass, and now facing an important third and ten situation,
Mikulski, showing why he is
one of the best quarterbacks in

New England, calmly connected
with McDavitt for 15 yards. The
senior split end made a sensational diving grab and also
proved why he also is one of the
premier receivers in New England. Despite the muddy turf,
McDavitt was able to come back
to the ball and cradle it before it
could hit the ground. For the
game, McDavitt had 10 catches
for 139 yards - four oi them on
the decisive 51 yard drive.
After McDavitt's fourth and
final reception of the drive, Trinity called its third and final timeout with 11 seconds remaining.
Coach Don Miller then decided
to leave the fate of the game on
thefootoftheseniorplacekicker
from Shelton, CT. "I knew for
however long that drive was, I
was going to have to kick it,"
recalls Rondini.
The ball was placed on
Colby's nine yard line. Luckily
for the Bantams, the spot where
the ball was to be kicked was
one of the few places left on the
field that was not completely
torn up. Meanwhile, the crowd
at Dan Jesse Field gathered at
the south end of the endzone to
await misery or jubilation. The
snap by Vin Mase '95 was perPlease turn to page 15.

Resiliency Marks

Field Hockey Matches
complete stop beforebeingshot.
Even though the goal did not
count, the Bantams continued
After a disappointing loss to bombard the Mt. Holyoke
to Springfield, the Trinity Col- goalie with a flurry of shots.
lege field hockey team reTrinity finally got on the
bounded nicely last week win- Scoreboard with ten minutes left
ning both of their matches. On in the first half as junior Heather
Thursday September 22, the Morgan scored right after a penBantams really came to play, alty corner. The original shot
coming away with a 4-0 victory was deflected out front by the
over the Mount Holyoke Lyons. goalie, however, Morgan got the
On Saturday, the Bates Bobcats rebound and sent it into the back
fell victim to the Bantams by a 1- of the net giving the Bantams a
0 score.
1-0 lead.
Mount Holyoke entered the
The first half of play was
game against Trinity with a 2-1 dominated by Trinity's midfield.
record, recording victories over Barkman dominated play by
two quality teams, Amherst and using
her speed
and
Wesleyan. Trinity entered with stickhandling
abilities.
a season record of 1-1.
Barkman's control of the game
The Bantams came out seemed to determine both the
strong against Lyons. In the tempo and the flow of the game.
first ten minutes of the game, But whatwas truly amazing was
they had a good flurry of shots her involvement, not only in the
from Anna Norlana •, Ashley midfield, but in the penalty corKnowles '98, and Jory Waldman ners as well.
'97. Halfway through the first
At the beginning of the sechalf, Mali Barkman '96 appar- ond half Trinity scored again, as
ently scored on a penalty cor- Barkman scored on a penalty
ner, only to have it taken away corner. Barkman's shot was
because the ball didn't come to a
BY JON MOSKOWTTZ
Sports Editor

Inside Tripod Sports,..
MEN'S SOCCER
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
WOMEN'S TENNIS
LEA WEDGE: PROFILE
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

